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Introduction

This thesis focuses on evaluating and defining the concept of poor response after total knee 
arthroplasty (TKA). The term poor response will be used in this thesis as a comprehensive 
concept.

Prevalence and incidence of total knee arthroplasty
Osteoarthritis (OA) of the knee is a common degenerative joint disease, causing pain, stiffness, 
functional impairments and a reduction of quality of life.1 The number of people with knee OA 
is expected to increase in the coming decades due to ageing of the population and the obesity 
pandemic.2 Since no cure is available for knee OA, core elements of treatment encompasses 
conservative treatment options (e.g. education, pain medication and exercise therapy). In 
case of failure of conservative treatment options surgical treatment with TKA is considered.3 
(Inter)national guidelines specify the following indications for a TKA procedure in patients 
with end-stage knee OA: inadequate pain relief from conservative treatment, function loss 
and radiological evidence of knee OA.4 96% of the registered TKAs in the Netherlands are 
performed due to OA.5 

A TKA is a successful and cost-effective surgical treatment. Especially when looking at 
objective medical outcomes, i.e. survival and performance of prostheses, and revision rates.6 
In 2019, 25.885 primary TKA procedures were performed in the Netherlands7, and an absolute 
increase to 57.893 procedures is forecasted.8 Worldwide an average of around 135 TKAs per 
100,000 persons are performed9, and is projected to increase continuously over the next 
decade to 299 per 100,000 persons.10 A considerable number of patients experience poor 
outcome after TKA, typically assessed through their dissatisfaction with the replaced knee.11-13 
The ratio of 1 dissatisfied patient for every 5 TKAs has persisted over the last decade, despite 
improvements in surgical technologies and treatments.12,14 It is worth noting that a recent 
study conducted a comprehensive review of existing literature and found that the current 
rate of patient dissatisfaction following TKA15 stands at 10%. This finding differs from previous 
studies, which might be attributed to the latter study’s utilization of a more stringent cut-
off point. Nevertheless, a high proportion of patients are dissatisfied with their TKA due to 
insufficient pain relief, limitations in physical function, complications, unmet expectations 
and diminished health-related quality of life.11-13,16 Dissatisfied patients incurred greater 
overall societal costs than those who were satisfied during the first year after TKA.17-19 This 
difference in cost was primarily attributed to higher indirect costs, particularly the duration 
of time patients and their healthcare providers were unable to engage in paid employment. 
This suggests that dissatisfied patients experience greater delays in return to work, reduced 
productivity, and may require a greater amount of healthcare provider support with activities 
of daily living.19 Therefore, the massive projected growth in demand for TKA will inevitably 
place an immense burden on the future healthcare systems across the world, with increasing 
costs and limited resources.

Reporting of patients’ dissatisfaction with TKA
For a long time, the concept of patient dissatisfaction has received little attention compared 
to patient satisfaction since it has been assumed to be the opposite of satisfaction and thus 
already defined.20 Therefore a series of assumptions have been made about dissatisfaction, 
which may or may not compromise its validity or usefulness. However, over the years, much 
literature suggested that the satisfaction-dissatisfaction linearity is unfounded.20

1
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In 1993, Verkuisen described dissatisfaction as follows: 

“It is a subjective transformation, which is complicated and involves the crystallization 
of a strong, undifferentiated, vague, negative emotion experienced immediately (after an 
untoward event/experience) into a more stable negative interpretation of the experience.”20

This statement underlines that patient dissatisfaction is not a well-defined outcome measure. 
Dissatisfaction with the outcome of TKA is subjective and expected to depend on a combination 
of several factors, weighted according to the demands and expectations of each individual 
patient.13,21 Identification of the causes of patient dissatisfaction is important to be able to 
improve patient selection for TKA, and also to assist dissatisfied patients with their specific 
problems.16 For orthopedic surgeons and other health care professionals involved in the 
care of TKA patients, it is an ongoing challenge to understand and therefore help dissatisfied 
patients.16 The available orthopedic literature on patient dissatisfaction is somewhat 
limited, given the numerous ways in which dissatisfaction can be measured. The wide range 
of reported dissatisfaction rates can be attributed, in part, to the diversity in answering 
options, wording, and timeframe used across studies. It is important to acknowledge that this 
variability in measurement methods contributes to the challenges in accurately assessing and 
comparing dissatisfaction rates among different studies. Despite previous work on identifying 
causes of dissatisfaction, there remains a sense that there is not sufficient understanding of 
the mechanism of dissatisfaction after TKA to effectively address dissatisfaction, and there 
remains a call to improve this understanding. 

Evaluation of TKA outcomes
In the field of TKA, outcome research has evolved to reflect the continued developments in 
surgical techniques and prosthetic designs.22 Traditionally survival analysis was employed to 
ascertain the longevity of TKAs.22 However, the occurrence of early failure in TKAs has become a 
rare complication, with up to 96% of TKAs in situ after 10 years.22,23 Due to these improvements 
in survivorship rates, the focus of outcome research has shifted towards evaluating the impact 
of TKA on patients, specifically focusing on the reduction of knee pain and restoring functional 
abilities.13,22,24,25 Clinician-based outcome measures, such as the Knee Society Clinical Rating 
System26 represent the early shift from focusing on the survivorship of the knee prosthesis 
towards the patient.22 However, previous research shows that a successful outcome according 
to the physician is not a guarantee for treatment success as perceived by patients.27,28 

From focus on the “happy” to focus on the “unhappy” TKA: a paradigm shift 
For years, the evolution and continued developments of surgical techniques and prosthetic 
designs in TKA have been focused on optimizing outcomes in patients who are already 
performing well on group level. This is also reflected by the ceiling effects that were shown 
for many patient-reported outcome measures (PROMs) used for the assessment of patient 
improvement following TKA.29 However, it is difficult to further identify areas for improvement 
when focusing on the majority who do well. The concept of the law of diminishing returns 
has brought about a paradigm shift in the field, shifting the focus from patients who have 
successful outcomes after TKA to those who experience poor outcomes. This shift recognizes 
the importance of addressing the needs and improving the outcomes for patients who do not 
achieve optimal results from the procedure. By prioritizing patient with poorer outcomes, 
healthcare providers and researchers can direct their efforts towards enhancing their overall 

experience and functional recovery after TKA. Age-specific PROMs reflect this new way of 
thinking as they allow for the identification of poor outcomes within specific age groups, 
for example younger patient with an active lifestyle, who have higher expectations of the 
outcome after the TKA procedure.30,31

Common language and rationale behind a uniform concept of poor response after TKA
Currently, there appears to be no consensus regarding which uniform/shared vocabulary is 
most appropriate for defining the phenomenon of poor outcome after TKA. The heterogeneity 
and lack of uniformity in outcome measures applied to TKA confirms this and thus hinder the 
ability to understand and improve TKA outcomes. International need for a multidimensional 
combination of outcome domains (e.g. pain and function) has been recognized to describe 
poor outcome after TKA, which is necessary to identify the patients and patient groups in need 
for improvement of outcome.32 The ultimate goal of identifying poor response after TKA is to 
minimize the proportion of patients who experience a poor outcome. Furthermore, it provides 
opportunities for both clinical care and research, because it can facilitate: 1) comparisons of 
poor response after TKA over time and across studies, hospitals and countries for transparency 
and quality improvement; 2) a solid basis for continuous outcome monitoring to reduce 
undesirable practice variation due to surgeons and hospital related characteristics; and 3) 
identification of patients with poor response after TKA to examine the predictive value of 
preoperative factors in both research and clinical practice. During the research process of this 
thesis, the researchers had an ongoing discussion on the vocabulary, terminology or concepts 
that best reflects the phenomenon of this thesis. Terminology that come together in this thesis 
are: failure, poor outcome, dissatisfaction, non-responder, adverse consequences of TKA, not 
happy and unhappy. Eventually, the researchers consolidated various terminologies into a 
comprehensive concept called “poor response to TKA”. Different terminology describing more 
and less the same phenomenon is demonstrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Different terminology describing more and less the same phenomenon

'Poor outcome'
'Failure'
'Dissatisfied'
'Unhappy'
'Non-response'

20%
poor response

response

80%
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How to measure poor response after TKA
A definition of poor response after TKA should contain multidimensional criteria to identify 
patients with a poor outcome, and should state the outcome domain(s) and corresponding 
type of threshold(s) (e.g. absolute/relative, change/cut-off), value(s) and moment of follow-
up. Various approaches have been proposed in the literature for a meaningful interpretation 
of PROMs, as outlined in Table 1. These approaches can be utilized independently or in 
combination when defining poor response to TKA. However, it is important to note that poor 
response and response to TKA cannot be simply classified as opposing states, because many 
experiences after TKA can lead patients to consider the outcome of their TKA as favorable or 
unfavorable, and the relative importance of each experience may vary with the individual 
patient. Moreover, outcome domains or combinations of outcome domains contributing to 
the perception of poor response after TKA may differ from one patient to another, and need to 
be explored. 

Table 1. Different approaches for a meaningful interpretation of PROMs

So far, it is unknown which type, amount and combination of outcome domains, type of 
threshold, value(s) and moment of follow-up should be used in a definition for measuring 
poor response after TKA. Therefore, this thesis will explore which outcome domains and 
interpretations should be incorporated in a definition of poor response after TKA. 

Aims of the thesis
The purpose of this thesis is to gain more in depth insight into patients’ and knee specialists’ 
perspectives on poor response after TKA. The thesis is guided by six research questions: 

1. How can levels of activity and participation after TKA quantitatively be measured? To answer 
this question, the Oxford Knee Score – Activity and Participation Questionnaire (OKS-APQ) 
was translated into Dutch and the measurement properties were evaluated (Chapter 2).

2. What definitions of poor response after TKA are reported in the literature? To answer this 
question, the literature was reviewed and definitions of poor response after TKA were 
summarized (Chapter 3).

3. What are adverse consequences of TKA? This question was studied in a qualitative study in 
which 25 patients and 15 knee specialists were interviewed (Chapter 4).

4. What is the prevalence, discriminative accuracy (sensitivity, specificity, predictive value and 
Youden index) and overlap of existing and newly developed definitions of poor response 
after TKA? To answer this research question, data of two large databases were used to 
compare the prevalence, discriminative accuracy and overlap of different definitions of 
poor response after TKA (Chapter 5).

5. How are definitions for poor response after TKA ranked by a panel of international experts? 
(chapter 5). Based on results of the previous studies, an international, three-round, online 
modified Delphi study was conducted with fifty-one panelists (Chapter 6). 

6. How are adverse consequences after TKA prioritized by postoperative patients and knee 
specialists? Differences between what patients consider important consequences and 
what knee specialists think patients consider to be important are described (Chapter 7).

In Chapter 8, the main findings of this thesis are discussed. Furthermore, implications for 
clinical practice and recommendations for future research are given. 

Workflow of this thesis
As described above, the conceptualization of poor response to TKA is complex and requires 
an in-depth understanding of the outcome domains and interpretations incorporated in 
a definition of poor response after TKA. In this thesis the following steps were taken to gain 
insight into patients’ and knee specialists’ perspectives on poor response to TKA as shown in 
figure 2. 

General introduction General introduction

1 1
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Abstract

Background
Patients undergoing total knee arthroplasty (TKA) tend to be younger and tend to receive 
TKA at an earlier stage compared to 20 years ago. The Oxford Knee Score – Activity and 
Participation (OKS-APQ) questionnaire evaluates higher levels of activity and participation, 
reflecting activity patterns of younger or more active people. The purpose of this study was to 
translate the OKS-APQ questionnaire into Dutch, and to evaluate its measurement properties 
in pre- and postoperative TKA patients.

Methods
The OKS-APQ was translated and adapted according to the forward–backward translation 
multi step approach and tested for clinimetric quality. Floor and ceiling effects, structural 
validity, construct validity, internal consistency and test–retest reliability were evaluated 
using COSMIN quality criteria. The OKS-APQ, the Oxford Knee Score (OKS), the Short Form-36 
(SF-36), a Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) for pain and the Forgotten Joint Score (FJS) were assessed 
in 131 patients (72 preoperative and 59 postoperative TKA patients), and the OKS-APQ was 
administered twice in 50 patients (12 preoperative and 38 postoperative TKA patients), after 
an interval of minimal 2 weeks.

Results
Floor effects were observed in preoperative patients. Confirmatory factor analyses (CFA) 
indicated a good fit of a 1-factor model by the following indices: (Comparative Fit Index (CFI): 
0.97, Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI): 0.96 and Standardized Root Mean Square Residual (SRMR): 
0.03). Construct validity was supported as > 75% of the hypotheses were confirmed. Internal 
consistency (Cronbach α’s from 0.81 to 0.95) was good in the pooled and separate pre- and 
postoperative samples and test–retest reliability (Intraclass Correlation Coefficients (ICCs) 
from 0.63 – 0.85) were good in postoperative patients and moderate in preoperative patients. 
The standard Error of Measurements (SEMs) ranged from 8.5 – 12.2 and the Smallest Detectable 
Changes in individuals (SDCind) ranged from 23.5 – 34.0 (on a scale from 0 to 100).

Conclusions
Preliminary findings suggest that the Dutch version of the OKS-APQ is reliable and valid for a
Dutch postoperative TKA patient sample. However, in a preoperative TKA sample, the OKS-APQ
seems less suitable, because of floor effects and lower test–retest reliability. The Dutch version 
of the OKS-APQ can be used alongside the OKS to discriminate among levels of activity and 
participation in postoperative patients.

Keywords
Oxford knee score – activity and participation questionnaire, Dutch version, Total knee 
arthroplasty, Patient-reported outcome measure, Translation, Validation

Introduction

The Oxford knee score (OKS) questionnaire is a validated patient-reported outcome measure 
(PROM), developed for patients undergoing Total Knee Arthroplasty (TKA).1 The OKS was 
developed in 1998 to reflect patients’ perception of knee pain and functional impairment 
after TKA.1 Nowadays, patients undergoing TKA tend to be younger and receive TKA at an 
earlier stage compared to 20 years ago.2,3 According to the latest annual report of the Dutch 
Arthroplasty Register (LROI), 17% of the primary TKAs were performed in patients younger 
than 60 years old.4 Younger patients with an active lifestyle, have higher expectations of the 
outcome after the procedure.5,6 Patients want to stay active and engaged in their social and 
recreational activities up to and after retiring.3 Regaining a higher level of participation in 
social and recreational activities becomes more important for patients after TKA.3 This implies 
that besides pain and disability, higher levels of activity and participation have become an 
important outcome domain. For that reason, the original OKS was extended with an additional 
one-dimensional scale, the Oxford Knee Score – Activity and Participation Questionnaire 
(OKS-APQ), to better monitor changes in activity and participation levels after TKA.5

While TKA procedures are highly successful because it is proven to relieve pain and to improve 
function, still a significant proportion of approximately 20% of the patients is not satisfied 
after surgery.7,8 The fulfilment of preoperative patient expectations clearly seems to play an 
important role in patient satisfaction.7 Especially in younger patients because they expect 
to perform better on many activities of daily life, work and leisure time after TKA.6 Therefore, 
it is important to use questionnaires that reflect patients’ perception of their quality of life, 
including activities relevant for younger patients. 

Following the Dutch Orthopaedic Association (NOV) TKA guideline (2014), patients undergoing 
TKA in our hospital complete a standard set of questionnaires (e.g. OKS, KOOS-PS, NRS and EQ-
5D) for routine outcome monitoring.9 This set of questionnaires no longer seems sufficient due 
to concerns about existing ceiling effects of the OKS and EQ-5D in younger patients. Meaning 
that highest scores on the OKS and EQ-5D would not necessarily reflect treatment satisfaction 
in the younger patient group.6 This has been observed by Dawson et al. and in response they 
developed the OKS-APQ to extend the OKS.5 Before the OKS-APQ may be used in Dutch clinical 
practice for outcome monitoring or used for research purposes in young and active patients, 
the OKS-APQ needs to be translated into Dutch and the measurement properties need to be 
examined.

The unidimensional, eight-item OKS-APQ evaluates activity and participation levels (e.g. 
sports, dancing, and participation in activities with friends and family) that fit activity patterns 
of younger or more active patients. It consists of four highly valued activities and four items 
concerning performance and awareness (e.g. timing and adjustments of activities).5 Besides 
the original English version of the OKS-APQ and a Chinese version10, the questionnaire has not 
been translated and validated in other languages including Dutch. The original OKS-APQ has 
shown to be a valuable complement to the OKS, particularly where further detail regarding 
the levels of activity and participation are required.5 

Translation and construct validity of the Dutch OKS-APQ

2
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The present study aimed to translate the OKS-APQ into the Dutch language and to assess the 
unidimensionality of the instrument, the test-retest reliability, internal consistency, construct 
validity and floor and ceiling effects, in pre- and postoperative TKA patients.11

Methods

We performed a translation of the OKS-APQ into Dutch and prospectively evaluated the 
measurement properties of the Dutch version. Measurement properties were evaluated using 
COSMIN quality criteria.11

Procedure of translation
The OKS-APQ questionnaire was translated from English to Dutch according to the advised 
forward-backward translation multi step approach for translation as described by Beaton 
et al.12,13 First, two independent native Dutch translators (DT1 and DT2) translated the OKS-
APQ questionnaire to Dutch (forward translation). A definitive version (V12) was based on 
consensus within a team of translators, health professionals and researchers. Second, two 
native English translators (ET1 and ET2), blinded to the original English version by Dawson et 
al., independently re-translated the Dutch version (V12) into English (backwards translation).5 
Third, the definitive Dutch version of the OKS-APQ was made after a consensus meeting with 
the team. During the last step, the comprehensibility and interpretability of the definitive 
version was pilot-tested in a subset of 5 preoperative and 5 postoperative TKA patients. These 
patients completed the questionnaire at home and were asked to make notes if they thought 
a question was difficult to understand. Hereafter, a researcher contacted all 10 patients by 
telephone to discuss the difficulties and to ascertain the meaning that patients attributed 
to the OKS-APQ items.14 Recruiting patients for the pilot test was stopped after 10 patients 
because no issues regarding the OKS-APQ items were reported or emerged. Therefore, no 
alterations were made to the instruction or questions. 

Patients
As a rule of thumb, at least 100 patients were required and we aimed to include preoperative 
and postoperative patients. The preoperative study sample was recruited from the waiting 
list for TKA. Postoperative patients were selected from the outpatient registry. Inclusion 
criteria for the study participants were: clinically diagnosed with knee OA, age above 18 years, 
scheduled for TKA within the next 6 weeks or had undergone TKA between 6 and 12 months 
ago. Patients unable to speak Dutch and understand Dutch written language were excluded. 
All patients would undergo or underwent TKA at the department of orthopaedics at the Sint 
Maartenskliniek in Nijmegen. The study was assessed by the local hospital review committee. 
No ethical approval was sought for, as this study was not subject to the Dutch medical research 
involving human subjects act. All patients gave their written informed consent prior to study 
participation.

Questionnaires
Besides completing the OKS-APQ, patients completed additional condition-specific 
questionnaires commonly used in pre- and postoperative TKA patients for hypothesis testing 
purposes between January 2017 and December 2019. All preoperative patients completed the 
following four questionnaires: the OKS-APQ, the Oxford Knee Score (OKS)15, the Short Form-
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36 (SF-36)16, and a Visual Analogue Scale for pain17. Postoperative patients also completed an 
additional fifth questionnaire, the Forgotten Joint Score (FJS).18 All patients were asked to 
complete the OKS-APQ questionnaire for a second time, after a minimum of two weeks, which 
was considered appropriate for the test-retest reliability.11 

Oxford Knee Score - Activity and Participation (OKS-APQ)
The OKS-APQ eight-item questionnaire was developed to measure higher levels of activity and 
participation and is recommended to be used to complement the OKS as an additional scale.5 
Items are scored on a five-point Likert scale, ranging from 0 “strongly agree” to 4 “strongly 
disagree”. Total summary score ranges from 0 to 32, and scores are converted to a 0 to 100 
measure.5 A lower total sum score represents lower levels of activity and participation.5 

Oxford Knee Score (OKS)
The OKS 12-item questionnaire has been developed for patients undergoing TKA to evaluate the 
patients’ perception of pain and functional impairment in the knee.15 The Dutch questionnaire 
consists of 12 questions and it is possible to derive separate OKS pain and function subscales.15 
Responses are scored on a 5-point Likert scale, ranging from 0 “significant disability” to 4 “no 
problem”, in which the final score is an aggregate, sum score for pain and function.19 The total 
scores ranges from 0 to 48; a lower OKS sum score represents poor function and more pain. The 
Dutch OKS has good measurement properties15, however ceiling effects were demonstrated in 
postoperative patients.20,21

MOS Short Form 36 (SF-36v2) 
The Dutch SF-36 version 2 is a 36-item questionnaire assessing health-related Quality of Life 
(QoL). It consists of eight dimensions that are aggregated to two summary scores: Physical 
Component Score (PCS) and Mental Component Score (MCS) (both 0-100).16 The SF-36 is widely 
used and has shown to be reliable and valid in the Dutch general population.16,22,23 A lower score 
represents a lower level of QoL.15 

Visual analogue scale for pain (VAS pain)
The Dutch VAS for pain is a single item scale assessing the intensity of pain in the knee during 
the past 2 to 3 days. The 100-mm VAS is simple to use, and has already been applied in different 
populations and settings.17 The score varies from 0 (no pain), to 100 (worst pain). It has shown 
to be valid and reliable.17 

Forgotten Joint Score (FJS-12)
The Dutch 12-item Forgotten Joint Score (FJS-12) questionnaire evaluates the patients’ ‘joint 
awareness’ during activities of daily living (i.e. stair climbing, walking and gardening). The 
responses were scored on a five-point Likert scale, ranging from 0 “never” to 4 “mostly”. Item 
scores were summed and converted to a 0 to 100 scale, a low total sum score reflects that the 
patient is not able to forget the affected/replaced joint during activities of daily living.18 The 
Dutch FJS-12 has shown to be a reliable and valid questionnaire.24  

Methodological testing & statistical analysis
Kolmogorov Smirnov test was used to test the normality of the OKS-APQ items, OKS-APQ total 
score and other PROM total scores. Descriptive statistics were used to summarize the data; 
mean and standard deviation (SD) or median (25th – 75th percentile) for continuous variables 
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and counts and percentages for categorical variables, and to investigate the frequencies of 
missing data. All statistical analyses were performed in STATA version 13.0 (StataCorp, College 
Station, Texas). A p-value < 0.05 was considered statistically significant for all analyses.

Validity
Validity is the degree to which the Dutch OKS-APQ measures the construct(s) it purports 
to measure. To evaluate validity, floor and ceiling effects, structural validity and construct 
validity were measured.  

Floor & ceiling effects
Another quality criterion is the absence of floor and ceiling effects. Presence of floor and ceiling 
effects on the OKS-APQ may influence the test-retest reliability, and construct validity of the 
questionnaire.25 Patients with the lowest or highest possible score cannot be distinguished 
from each other, thus reliability is reduced.25 Floor and ceiling effects, in pre- and postoperative 
samples separately, were determined by calculating the number of individuals that obtained 
the lowest (0) or highest (100) scores possible and were considered present if more than 15% of 
the patients achieved the highest or lowest total summary score.25 In addition, floor and ceiling 
effects on item-level were determined to provide information about the item distribution.

Structural validity 
Confirmatory factor analyses (CFA) was used to validate the 1-factor structure of the original 
English version of the OKS-APQ.5 We examined the comparative fit index (CFI; values ranging 
from 0.90 to 0.95 indicate an adequate fit and values greater than or equal to 0.95 indicate a 
good fit), the Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI; values ranging from 0.90 to 0.95 indicate an adequate 
fit and values greater than or equal to 0.95 indicate a good fit), the root mean square error of 
approximation (RMSEA; values ranging from 0.05 to 0.08 represent adequate fit and values 
less than 0.05 indicate good fit) and the standardized root mean squared residual (SRMR; 
values less than or equal to 0.08 indicate good fit) to assess goodness of fit of this model. CFA 
was assessed using the pooled sample (pre- and postoperative patients).   

Construct validity
Validity is the degree to which the OKS-APQ measures the construct it supposes to measure. 
Since there is no gold standard in the measurement of PROMs, validity was measured as 
construct validity.25 Construct validity refers to the extent to which the OKS-APQ was related to 
other measures based on theoretically derived, predefined hypotheses. Construct validity was 
supported when at least 75% of the results are in accordance with the predefined hypotheses 
(Table 1).25 Construct validity was expressed by assessing Pearson correlation coefficients or 
the nonparametric Spearman’s correlation coefficients.25 The strength of the correlations was 
interpreted as “weak” (r = 0.10 - 0.30), “moderate” (r = 0.31 - 0.50) or “strong” (r = 0.51 – 1.00).26 
Predefined hypotheses were formulated for the pooled and separate pre- and postoperative 
samples. 

Table 1. Predefined hypotheses for evaluating the construct validity of the Dutch OKS-APQ

Reliability
Reliability is the degree to which the Dutch OKS-APQ is free from measurement error. To 
evaluate reliability, internal consistency, test-retest reliability, the measurement error and 
the smallest detectable change were calculated.  

Internal consistency 
Internal consistency is a measure to evaluate to what extent the eight items of the Dutch 
OKS-APQ refer to the same underlying construct.25 Internal consistency of the Dutch version 
of the OKS-APQ was determined by calculating the Cronbach’s alpha.25 A Cronbach’s alpha 
between 0.7 and 0.9 for the eight items of the OKS-APQ indicates good internal consistency.25 
The Cronbach’s alpha was measured on the pooled sample and the separate pre- and 
postoperative samples. 

Test-retest reliability
Test-retest reliability involves the degree to which the results of the Dutch OKS-APQ are 
consistent across repeated measurements.25 To evaluate the reliability of the Dutch OKS-
APQ, we calculated intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) with a 95% confidence interval 
(95% CI). In addition, we provided the different variance components to show the systematic 
differences between the two timepoints in preoperative and postoperative patients. More 
specific, we used the ICC two-way random effects model type agreement to measure the 
reliability.25 An ICC equal to and larger than 0.7 is generally accepted as good.25 ICCs were 
calculated for the separate pre- and postoperative samples. 
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Measurement error & Smallest detectable change 
The measurement error is the systematic and random error of a participant’s score that 
is not attributed to true changes in the construct to be measured.11 The standard error of 
measurement (SEM) was calculated using the square root of the error variance.14,25 

The smallest detectable change (SDC) reflects the smallest individual change in score that can 
be interpreted as a real change in one individual (SDCind). This was calculated by the SEM * 
1.96 * √2.14,25 The SDCind can be divided by √n (n = sample size) to calculate the SDC in a group 
of patients (SDCgroup).14,25 SEM and SDC were calculated for the separate pre- and postoperative 
samples.

Results

Demographic data
A total of 131 patients were included, with mean age 66.3 (9.4) years, of whom 72 were 
preoperative patients with OA prior to TKA, and 59 were postoperative patients ≥6 months 
after TKA (Table 2). Both the pooled data and the separated pre- and postoperative samples 
were not normally distributed (p <0.05). The missing values per item and for the total scores 
ranged from: 0 to 5.34% missing values, with the latter only for VAS pain. All missing items on 
the OKS-APQ (Table 3), OKS and SF-36 were imputed as recommended with patient-specific 
mean values of completed items. Because 10% missing data for a variable is considered 
acceptable27, we performed the analyses without further evaluation or adjustment of the 
other variables.

Table 2. Patient Characteristics

Floor & ceiling effects
Floor effects were observed for the individual items and summary score of the OKS-APQ in 
the preoperative patient sample (Table 3). Twenty one patients (29.2%) scored the lowest 
level of activity and participation. No ceiling effect was observed for the summary score 
and individual items. In the postoperative patient sample, no floor and ceiling effects were 
observed for the summary score. On item level, both floor and ceiling effects were observed, 
however responses were much more evenly distributed (Table 3). 

Structural validity
CFA indicated a good fit of a 1-factor model by the following indices: CFI: 0.97, TLI: 0.96, and 
SRMR: 0.03. However, RMSEA: 0.11, was greater than 0.08.

Construct validity
Construct validity was assessed with Spearman’s rho correlations and showed a strong 
positive correlation for the OKS in both pre- and postoperative patients and a strong positive 
correlation for the FJS-12 and PCS of the SF-36 in postoperative patients (Table 4). The OKS-APQ 
showed a moderate to strong negative correlation for the VAS pain and a weak to moderate 
positive correlation for the MCS of the SF-36 in both pre- and postoperative patients.  

Internal consistency  
The item-total correlations were calculated for each item (Table 3). Internal consistency was 
appropriate; Cronbach alpha values exceeded 0.70 for the pooled and separate samples of pre- 
and postoperative patients (Table 5). 

Test-retest reliability 
Fifty patients (12 preoperative and 38 postoperative patients) completed the questionnaires 
for a second time, after a minimum of two weeks. The median scores (25th – 75th percentile) for 
the test and retest of the OKS-APQ, the ICCs and variance components are presented in Table 
5. The OKS-APQ showed good test-retest reliability in the postoperative samples with an ICC of 
0.85. The ICC in the preoperative sample was lower with smaller between-subject variability 
in preoperative patients (Table 5).

Measurement error & Smallest detectable change 
SEM, SDCind and SDCgroup in the pre- and postoperative patients are presented in Table 5.
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Discussion

In general, the Dutch OKS-APQ indicated to be an understandable, reliable and valid 
unidimensional PROM to assess activity and participation levels in post-operative TKA 
patients. No floor and ceiling effects were observed for the summary score of the OKS-APQ 
in postoperative patients. However, floor effects were observed in preoperative patients 
indicating that the Dutch OKS-APQ is not able to discriminate among the lowest levels 
of activity and participation in the preoperative situation solely based on the OKS-APQ. 
Furthermore, internal consistency was good in the pooled and separate samples. Test-retest 
reliability was good in the postoperative sample, however, was moderate in the preoperative 
sample. In the overall sample, structural validity indicated satisfactory 1-factor model fit.

Cross-cultural translation
The cross-cultural translation and adaptation procedure in this study yielded a clear, 
understandable Dutch version of the OKS-APQ. Content validity, including the relevance and 
comprehensiveness was not evaluated in this study. Likewise, content validity ratio (CVR) and 
content validity index (CVI) were not determined. Witjes et al., however, showed that the OKS-
APQ was rated as an important and relevant questionnaire for younger Dutch TKA patients.6 
Since content validity is an important measurement property according to the recent COSMIN 
study design checklist for patient-reported outcome measurement instruments28, further 
investigation of the Dutch OKS-APQ is advised to evaluate its content validity with patients 
and experts.  

Floor & ceiling effects
In general, the patterns of observed floor and ceiling effects of the Dutch OKS-APQ for the 
summary score and at item level were consistent with the original OKS-APQ and the Chinese 
version of the OKS-APQ.5,10 The floor effects found in the preoperative sample might be 
explained by the fact that these patients were awaiting a TKA and therefore report severe 
complaints/functional limitations. In the postoperative sample both floor and ceiling effects 
were present at item level, that can be explained by the varying rehabilitation course after 
TKA. Some of these patients were still rehabilitating after 6 months, while others were already 
fully recovered. 

Reliability and structural validity
Confirmatory factor analysis of the Dutch OKS-APQ in our pooled sample of pre- and 
postoperative patients confirmed the unidimensional structure of the original OKS-APQ5 as 
was reflected by good fit indices. Nevertheless, as we can not rule out bias by pooling the data 
of pre- and postoperative patients, it is important to replicate these findings in larger, separate 
pre- and postoperative samples. Furthermore, in line with the original and Chinese version 
of the OKS-APQ, the internal consistency of the Dutch OKS-APQ was good for the pooled and 
separate sample of pre- and postoperative patients. The test-retest reliability was good for the 
postoperative sample (ICC = 0.85). In contrast to the Chinese OKS-APQ validation findings that 
showed an excellent test-retest reliability (ICC = 0.94) in a sample of 30 preoperative patients, 
we found a moderate test-retest reliability in the preoperative sample (ICC = 0.63). The ICC in 
the preoperative patient sample was lower than the ICC of the postoperative patient sample 
which may be explained by the small preoperative sample size in our study, and in turn, the 
smaller between-subject variability in preoperative patients (see Table 5). Since the ICC is a 

relative measure depending on both the between-subject variability and test-retest variability 
similar test-retest variability in combination with smaller between-subject variability 
resulted in a lower ICC value. Since a sample size of at least 50 patients is recommended 
for examination of the test-retest reliability of a health measurement instrument25, further 
investigation of the Dutch OKS-APQ in larger pre- and postoperative samples is recommended 
to firmly establish its test-retest reliability.

Construct validity
The construct validity of the Dutch OKS-APQ was confirmed as more than 75% of our hypotheses 
were supported. In line with other research5,10, the Dutch OKS-APQ strongly correlated with 
knee specific questionnaires (e.g. OKS and AKSS), and the general SF-36 physical component 
score. Overall, this suggests that the OKS-APQ, OKS, AKSS and the physical component score of 
the SF-36 measure similar constructs.

Clinical implications
For clinical practice, this study shows that the Dutch OKS-APQ is able to discriminate 
among postoperative patients whereas ceiling effects were previously found for the OKS in 
postoperative patients.20,21 The developers of the OKS-APQ recommend to use the OKS-APQ 
to complement the OKS as an additional scale.5 Caution in interpretation of preoperative 
OKS-APQ evaluation is warranted because of floor effects found in preoperative patients. 
Evidently, preoperative scores are needed to evaluate effects of surgical interventions as TKA. 
In addition, the OKS-APQ may provide support for transferring patients to transmural care 
(e.g. physiotherapy or social work) when patients are still not satisfied with the prosthesis 
because of problems in social participation and recreational activities including sports. This 
may be subject for future investigations.    

Limitations
Limited by our cross-sectional study design and small group sample sizes, several measurement 
properties of the Dutch OKS-APQ could not be evaluated. Further validation studies in larger 
samples are recommended to more extensively evaluate the content validity (e.g. exploring the 
relevance and comprehensiveness with patients and experts), structural validity of the OKS-
APQ (e.g. testing structure equivalence of the Dutch OKS-APQ in pre- and postoperative TKA 
patients separately), the reliability and precision of the OKS-APQ (e.g. test-retest reliability in 
larger pre- and postoperative samples and differential item functioning using item response 
modelling), responsiveness (e.g. testing the validity of change scores of the Dutch OKS-APQ), 
interpretability (e.g. by relating the SDC and SEM to the minimal important change (MIC)) and 
predictive validity. Furthermore, our findings were based on a sample of patients who were 
treated in a specialized hospital, this should be taken into account when generalizing to other 
samples or settings.
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Conclusion

Preliminary findings suggest that the Dutch version of the OKS-APQ is reliable and valid for 
a Dutch postoperative TKA patient sample. However, in a preoperative TKA sample, the OKS-
APQ seems less suitable, because of floor effects and lower test-retest reliability. The Dutch 
version of the OKS-APQ can be used alongside the OKS to discriminate among levels of activity 
and participation in postoperative patients.
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Abstract

Background 
A significant proportion of patients experiences poor response (i.e. no or little improvement) 
after total knee arthroplasty (TKA) because of osteoarthritis. It is difficult to quantify the 
proportion of patients who experiences poor response to TKA, as different definitions of, and 
perspectives (clinician’s and patient’s) on poor response are being used. The aim of this study 
was therefore to review the literature and summarize definitions of poor response to TKA.

Methods 
A systematic search was performed to identify and review studies that included dichotomous 
definitions of poor outcome after primary TKA. The type, amount and combination of domains 
(e.g. functioning), outcome measures, type of thresholds (absolute/relative, change/cut-off), 
values and moments of follow-up used in definitions were summarized. 

Results 
A total of 47 different dichotomous definitions of poor response to TKA were extracted 
from 2163 initially identified studies. Thirty-six definitions incorporated one domain, seven 
definitions comprised two domains and four definitions comprised three domains. Eight 
different domains were used in identified definitions: pain, function, physical functioning, 
quality of life (QoL), patient satisfaction, anxiety, depression and patient global assessment. 
The absolute cut-off value was the most common type of threshold, with large variety in value 
and timing of follow-up.
 
Conclusions 
Our inventory review shows that definitions of poor response to TKA are heterogeneous. Our 
findings stresses the need for an unambiguous definition of poor response to draw conclusions 
about the prevalence of poor-responders to TKA across hospitals and countries, and to identify 
patients at risk.
 
Keywords 
Total knee arthroplasty, Treatment outcome, Poor outcome, Patient-reported outcome 
measures, Osteoarthritis knee

Introduction

Total knee arthroplasty (TKA) is considered to be a cost-effective intervention for the 
treatment of advanced knee osteoarthritis (OA). Nonetheless, increasing evidence shows 
that a significant proportion of patients experiences a poor response to TKA (i.e. show no or 
little improvement) in terms of chronic knee pain1,2, functional disability3,4, poor quality of life 
(QoL)5, and dissatisfaction after TKA.6-13 However, both in research and in clinical practice it 
is a challenge to identify those patients with an unfavourable course after TKA, as different 
definitions of non-response are being used.  

The comparison of research findings on the effectiveness of TKA across studies and countries 
is hampered by the fact that different concepts for (poor) response for outcome after TKA 
are being used.14 Various concepts or definitions of (poor) response are developed on group 
level, using mean changes, to describe improvement over time in patient cohorts. However, 
these concepts are not useful to measure (poor) response on an individual level. Furthermore, 
there might be differences in perspective of concepts of (poor) response among different 
stakeholders (i.e. physician, patient, clinical researcher or health insurer). Physicians usually 
focus on aspects of a dimension based on their clinical evaluation (e.g. stability, range of motion 
and alignment), while patients focus on the functionality of the knee during daily life activity.8 
Moreover, the view of physicians and patients on the desired magnitude of improvement after 
TKA are not always consistent6, as poor correlations were found between physician-assessed 
and patient-reported outcome measures (PROMs).15 Research findings on the outcome of TKA 
are predominantly based on single continuous outcome measures assessing one construct, 
without taking all potential relevant constructs into account. A preliminary set of domains 
for total joint replacement (TJR) clinical trials was proposed by international experts that 
included pain, function, patient satisfaction, revision, adverse events, and death16, but no 
propositions were made to what extent these domains should be incorporated in a definition 
of (poor) response to TKA. 

Currently, it is unclear which definitions of poor response to primary TKA are used in the 
literature. This insight can help to reach consensus on an unambiguous definitions of poor 
response. The need to use a combined endpoint incorporating relevant constructs, and a 
relevant amount of change based on multiple, clinical outcome perspectives (including 
physicians’ and patients’ outcome perspective) to accurately describe poor-response to TKA17, 
has been recognized in the literature. 

The aim of this study was to review and summarize dichotomous definitions of poor response 
as dichotomous definitions allow to make inferences about the prevalence of poor outcome 
and comparisons of TKR outcome across hospitals, countries and over time.

We expect a variety of definitions and outcomes used to define poor response after primary 
TKA. Therefore this study systematically map definitions of poor response to primary TKA in 
the literature.
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Methods

Search Strategy
Previously used definitions for poor outcome after TKA in the literature, from 2000 up 
to October 2019 were identified and reviewed. We followed the following strategy to 
systematically identify definitions of poor outcome: 
• An electronic search strategy was performed to retrieve systematic reviews (SRs) until 2016 

in the PubMed Database, EMBASE and PsycINFO, on the outcome of TKA using search terms 
as “knee, arthroplasty, replacement, prosthesis, outcome measures, score and failure”. A 
detailed search strategy can be found in Figure 1 and an example of the search strings is 
available (Supplementary file 1). 

• To include more recent publications, articles from 2016 or later, were searched for definitions 
of poor outcome of TKA using the same search terms as for the SRs. 

• Duplicates were excluded and search results were screened on title and abstract.
• All reference lists of included SRs were hand searched for relevant articles. 
• Studies were assessed for eligibility by the in- and exclusion criteria. 
• Subsequently, full texts screening of the eligible studies was carried out, for definitions of 

poor outcome after primary TKA. 

Study selection 
Two reviewers (CvdE, MtM) independently selected eligible SRs and eligible recent publications 
from 2016 or later, describing a dichotomous definition for poor outcome after TKA in a certain 
domain or combination of domains. The reviewers (CvdE, MtM) independently selected 
eligible studies from the references lists of the, based on their titles, SRs and thereafter the 
eligibility criteria for studies.

Eligibility criteria studies
Selected studies were assessed by the following eligibility criteria: 1) TKA patient population 
diagnosed with osteoarthritis; 2) primary TKA; 3) incorporating a dichotomous definition of 
poor outcome after primary TKA; 4) utilizing a controlled or prospective observational design 
(cohort and registry studies).

There were no restrictions on 1) sample size; 2) the type of primary implant; 3) follow-up 
moment of outcome; and 4) studies with missing data regarding primary- and secondary 
outcomes. 

Studies with other TKA procedures (i.e. revision TKA, uni- or bicompartimental replacements) 
as study intervention, studies not written in the English language and articles without an 
abstract and/or access to the full text manuscript, were excluded.

Figure 1. Flowchart of the study and definition selection

Selection of definitions
Full text evaluation of the eligible studies was carried out by one reviewer (MtM), to select 
eligible dichotomous definitions. When eligible studies used definitions from other articles, 
data on the definition was extracted from the original article. Criteria for definitions to be 
included in the review were: 1) included a threshold for dichotomizing; and 2) related to the 
concept of poor, worse or non-responder outcome as stated by the authors of that publication. 
Any uncertainty about the final selection of definitions and the extraction of data on the 
definitions was discussed with the second reviewer (CvdE) to achieve consensus.

Data collection and synthesis 
We extracted all dichotomous definitions of poor outcome after TKA using a data extraction 
form. Definitions were grouped according to outcome domains (e.g. pain, function, patient 
satisfaction), the following data were extracted:
• Study characteristics: author names, date of publication and length of study follow-up.
• Characteristics of the definition of poor outcome after primary TKA: number of domains, 

type of domains, outcome measure(s) used, type of threshold (absolute/relative cut-off 
value/change), value and time points.

• Additional background information on selected definitions of poor response provided by 
authors.
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Results

After removal of duplicates, a total of 329 SRs and 1834 articles after 2016 were screened on 
title and abstract (Fig. 1). The full texts of 48 SRs and 146 articles after 2016 were assessed for 
eligibility. In total 43 articles included 57 definitions of poor outcome after primary TKA. Forty-
seven different dichotomous definitions of poor outcome after primary TKA were included in 
this study (Supplementary file 2).

There were 36 different unidimensional definitions, seven different definitions included two 
domains and four different definitions incorporated three domains. Eight different domains 
were identified in the 47 different definitions: pain, function, physical functioning, QoL, 
patient satisfaction, anxiety, depression, and patient global assessment. Pain (N = 28 different 
definitions), physical functioning (N = 17 different definitions) and patient satisfaction (N = 
13 different definitions) domains were most frequently used in identified definitions of poor 
outcome after TKA. Patient satisfaction was only measured as unidimensional definitions 
with wide variation in wording of questions and answering categories. An absolute cut-off 
value of a certain outcome measure (N = 42 different definitions) was the most common type 
of threshold.

In the 47 different dichotomous definitions of poor outcome after primary TKA, we identified 
14 different single item questions, two different self-composite question, one physician-
assessed outcome measure, eight different PROMs and five different mixed outcome 
measures (combination of physician-assessed and patient reported). Single item questions 
measure one construct by asking for example the following question: ‘How satisfied are 
you with the outcome after TKA?’ Self-composite questions refer to composite questions 
of multiple items: ‘Overall limitations was defined as moderate/severe, if a patient had ≥ 
activities (walking, stairs, rising chair) with moderate or severe limitations (reference, <2 
limitations)’. The Western Ontario and McMaster University Osteoarthritis Index (WOMAC) (N 
= 11 different dichotomous definitions) and the Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) (N = 5 different 
dichotomous definitions) were the most frequently used measurement instruments after the 
single item questions. In 27 of the 57 selected definitions, additional background information 
was provided on the choice for the definitions and/or thresholds being used, other definitions 
were not substantiated (Supplementary file 3).

Discussion

To our knowledge, this is the first inventory review that summarizes definitions of poor 
outcome after primary TKA presented in the literature. We found a total of 47 different 
definitions varying in nature and number of outcome domains involved, the type of response 
and the magnitude of change. A total of eight different dimensions were used in identified 
definitions of poor outcome: pain, function, physical functioning, health-related quality of 
life (HRQOL), patient satisfaction, anxiety, depression and patient global assessment. Patient 
satisfaction was used as single domain with a wide variation in wording of questions and 
answering categories. The absolute cut-off value was the most common type of threshold, 
with large variety in value and timing of follow-up. Our review stresses the need for an 
unambiguous, dichotomous definition for poor response after TKA to enable comparisons of 
the effectiveness of TKA among studies and among countries.

A remarkable finding of our review was that the majority of definitions used to describe 
poor outcome incorporate only one or two outcome domains. This finding does not seem 
to correspond with the conclusions by the OMERACT-OARSI initiative and the International 
Consortium for Health Outcomes Measurement (ICHOM). The OMERACT proposed a simplified 
set of responder criteria for (non-surgical) treatment of OA in clinical pharmaceutical trials. 
This set of responder criteria comprises relative and absolute changes in three domains: pain, 
physical functioning and patient global assessment.18,19 Also, the OMERACT TJR Working Group 
proposed a set of core domains (pain, function, patient satisfaction, revision, adverse events, 
and death) to evaluate joint replacement in randomized controlled trials.20 Parallel, ICHOM has 
developed a set of patient-centered outcome measures and case-mix factors for evaluating, 
comparing and improving the treatment (both surgical and non-surgical) of patients with hip 
and knee OA, focusing on outcomes that matter to patients.21 Pain, function, HRQOL and work 
status formed the core outcome domains, after a modified Delphi process.21 Corresponding to 
this standard set and these responder criteria it seems important to measure poor response to 
TKA within multiple constructs to cover important key outcome domains to patients.

A great variety of thresholds is being used to measure poor response, ranging from an absolute 
cut-off point regarding patient dissatisfaction to composite measures incorporating relative 
changes or a MCID less than a certain value. Some studies used the inverse of the OMERACT-
OARSI responder criteria “nonresponse” as a definition of poor outcome.22-26 However, it is 
questionable whether “poor response” is the true opposite of “clinically meaningful response” 
as this definition implies that patients with smaller improvements will be part of the poor 
response group. The study by Mahler et al. showed a clear asymmetric magnitude of change, 
with a lower amount of change for patients who reported being worsened compared to 
the amount of improvement in patients who reported being improved.27 In our opinion the 
amount of absolute or relative change in relevant constructs is therefore an important aspect 
of definitions of poor outcome.

In our opinion, strict, dichotomous definitions are necessary to interpret data on group 
level and to compare TKR outcome among hospitals, countries and over time. However, 
dichotomous data implies reduction of data and is therefore, less suitable for identifying 
factors underlying poor outcome. In particular, for individual patients, continuous outcomes 
are more suitable to monitor and evaluate specific health outcomes.

Patient dissatisfaction
Patient satisfaction was used as single domain with a wide variation in wording of questions 
and answering categories, most frequently measured by single item questions (non-validated 
instruments).14 However, patient satisfaction is a multidimensional construct that may 
represent either satisfaction with outcome (e.g. knee function) of TKA or the process of care 
delivery, which all can be influenced by patients’ expectations.14,28 Halawi et al. explored 
subjective reasons for patient dissatisfaction after TJR and found different causes of patient 
dissatisfaction. The most common causes for dissatisfaction after TKA were persistent pain, 
functional limitation, surgical complication and reoperation, staff or quality of care issues 
and unmet expectations.28 It is likely that different factors influence the construct of patient 
satisfaction, and therefore it is important to determine the different determinants that 
contribute to patient satisfaction after TKA according to the perspective of patients and 
orthopaedic surgeons.
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Different perspectives
The variety in definitions of poor outcome used could reflect different perspectives of physician, 
patient and clinical researcher. There are many studies reporting on the disagreement between 
the patient and physician in terms of their satisfaction with surgery.7,29,30 It is conceivable that 
physicians tend to focus on aspects of their clinical evaluation (e.g. stability, range of motion 
and alignment), while patients are more likely to focus on the functionality of the knee during 
daily life activity. Moreover, the view of physicians and patients on the desired magnitude of 
improvement after TKA is not always concordant, as poor correlations were found between 
physician-assessed and PROMs.6 Furthermore, most outcome measures have been developed 
according to the medical research perspective, which mainly address knee-specific measures 
like pain and function scores, and scarcely address mental functioning and consequences for 
social participation.31 So far, the choice for definitions to describe response or non-response 
after TKA has been dominated by non-comprehensive physician-based scoring systems and 
PROMs in quantitative research but the perspectives of patients and orthopaedic surgeons 
regarding the definition of poor response have been relatively neglected.

Additional background information
In 27 of the 57 selected definitions additional background information was provided to justify 
the choice for the definition and/or thresholds being used. Background information was 
extracted from the original publications. In particular, definitions of patient dissatisfaction 
were not substantiated and arbitrarily dichotomized. This study has some limitations, as 
our searches for relevant articles were systematic but the data extraction was performed 
by a single reviewer. Although any uncertainty about the selection of definitions and the 
extraction of data on the definitions was discussed with the second reviewer (CvdE). This 
inventory review does provide a complete overview of definitions of poor response after TKA 
that could be of interest to a large group of physicians and researchers involved in defining 
outcomes after TKA. Furthermore, only studies published in English language were included. 
For this reason, it cannot be ruled out that some studies were not identified (language bias).

In conclusion, this inventory review shows that many different heterogeneous definitions, 
incorporating several domains, for poor response to primary TKA are being used in the 
literature. Future research should focus on the perspectives and perceptions of orthopaedic 
surgeons and patients about constructs underlying poor response to TKA. Our findings stress 
the need for an consensus-based unambiguous, dichotomous definition of poor response 
to draw conclusions about the prevalence of poor-responders to TKA across hospitals and 
countries, and to identify patients at risk.
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Supplementary material

Supplementary file 1. Example search terms – for PubMed

PUBMED SRs: 

((((((((("Arthroplasty, Knee"[Mesh] OR total knee arthroplasty [title] ))) AND ("Outcome 
Assessment (Health Care)"[Mesh] OR Outcome [tiab] OR result [tiab] OR "Patient Reported 
Outcome Measures"[Mesh] OR patient reported [tiab] OR outcome score [tiab] OR PROM [tiab] 
OR clinical [tiab] OR function* [tiab] OR "Patient Satisfaction"[Mesh] OR satisfaction [tiab] OR 
"Prosthesis Failure"[Mesh] OR failure [tiab] OR "Pain"[Mesh] OR pain [tiab] OR "Postoperative 
Complications"[Mesh] OR complication* [tiab] OR "Postoperative Period"[Mesh] OR post-
operative [tiab] OR "Long Term Adverse Effects"[Mesh] OR long-term [tiab]))) AND systematic 
[sb]) 

Filter used: Text availability: Full text

PUBMED articles after 2016: 

(((((((((("Arthroplasty, Knee"[Mesh] OR total knee arthroplasty [title] ))) AND ("Outcome 
Assessment (Health Care)"[Mesh] OR Outcome [tiab] OR result [tiab] OR "Patient Reported 
Outcome Measures"[Mesh] OR patient reported [tiab] OR outcome score [tiab] OR PROM [tiab] 
OR clinical [tiab] OR function* [tiab] OR "Patient Satisfaction"[Mesh] OR satisfaction [tiab] OR 
"Prosthesis Failure"[Mesh] OR failure [tiab] OR "Pain"[Mesh] OR pain [tiab] OR "Postoperative 
Complications"[Mesh] OR complication* [tiab] OR "Postoperative Period"[Mesh] OR post-
operative [tiab] OR "Long Term Adverse Effects"[Mesh] OR long-term [tiab]))))

Filters used: Publication dates (From 2016/01/01 to 2019/05/14); Text availability: Full text
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Abstract

Objectives 
A successful outcome according to the knee specialist is not a guarantee for treatment 
success as perceived by patients. This study explored outcome expectations and experiences 
of patients with osteoarthritis (OA) before and after total knee arthroplasty (TKA) surgery and 
knee specialists that may contribute to the negative appraisal of its effect, and differences in 
views between patients and knee specialists. 

Methods 
Semi-structured interviews were held in Belgium and the Netherlands. Twenty-five patients 
(2 without TKA indications, 11 on the waiting list for TKA and 12 postoperative TKA), and 
fifteen knee specialists (9 orthopaedic surgeons, 1 physician assistant, 1 nurse practitioner, 
and 4 physiotherapists) were interviewed. Conversations were audio recorded, transcribed 
verbatim, and analysed using thematic analysis following the grounded theory approach. 
Separate analyses were conducted for patients and knee specialists. 

Results 
Patients were focused on the arduous process of getting used to the prosthesis, lingering 
pain, awareness of the artificial knee and limitations they experience during valued and daily 
activities, while knee specialists put emphasis on surgical failure, unexplained pain, limited 
walking ability and impairments that limit patients’ physical functioning. 

Conclusion 
This study provides a comprehensive overview of potential adverse consequences from 
the perspective of both patients and knee specialists. Improving patients’ awareness and 
expectations of adaptation to the knee prosthesis needs to be considered. 

Keywords
Total knee arthroplasty, Poor outcome, Qualitative study

Introduction

Total knee arthroplasty (TKA) is considered to be a successful and cost-effective intervention 
for treatment of advanced symptomatic osteoarthritis (OA).1 However, despite improvement in 
knee pain and disability, 15-20% of the patients report being dissatisfied with their prosthetic 
knee due to insufficient pain relief, loss of function and limitations in physical functioning.2-5 
To improve these dissatisfaction rate, a clear and valid definition of what poor outcome after 
TKA entails is needed. Currently, various dichotomous definitions comprising one or more 
outcome dimensions are used to quantify the proportion of patients with a poor response to 
TKA.6

Importantly, the current various definitions for poor outcome reflect the perspective of 
physicians and researchers. Previous research shows that a successful outcome according to 
the physician is not a guarantee for treatment success as perceived by patients.3,7,8 A definition 
of poor response that is supported by patients and physicians is crucial to allow benchmarking 
across (inter)national institutions for quality improvement and will facilitate improved 
(shared) decision making. 

Recently, in a qualitative study using nominal group technique, patients identified 
refractory pain after total joint arthroplasty (TJA) as more important than surgical failure (i.e. 
complications, revisions).9 However, group responses/themes about failure were ranked and 
prioritized by 42 postoperative patients from only one high-volume centre. The latter study 
did not provide insight in differences between the views of physicians and patients about 
TKA failure. Hence, the purpose of our multicentre, qualitative study was to explore outcome 
expectations and experiences of patients with OA and knee specialists (i.e. orthopaedic 
surgeons, physician assistants (PA), nurse practitioners (NP) and physiotherapists) after TKA 
surgery that may contribute to the negative appraisal of its effect. Secondary aim was to 
explore whether these views differ between patients and knee specialists. 

Methods

Study design and setting 
A cross-sectional, multicentre qualitative study was performed using semi-structured 
interviews. To support our objective of exploring outcome expectations and experiences on 
adverse consequences of TKA, methods of a constructivist grounded theory approach10 with 
thematic analysis11 were applied. The interviews were held in patients with OA and health care 
providers with expertise on knee replacement surgery and its rehabilitation. Patients were 
recruited from one Belgian and two Dutch hospitals; knee specialists were recruited from 
various hospitals and physiotherapy practices in Belgium and the Netherlands. The Standards 
for Reporting of Qualitative Research (SRQR) checklist12 was used to ensure complete and 
transparent reporting (Supplementary Table S1). 

4
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Participants
Interviews with patients
Purposive sampling was used to capture three different patient subgroups 1) knee OA patients 
without surgical indication, 2) patients scheduled for TKA, 3) patients 1 to 5 years after TKA. 
Patients in subgroup 1 were included because they may have different outcome expectations 
regarding a TKA procedure compared to patients scheduled for TKA. Regarding the latter 
subgroup, purposive sampling was directed towards achieving different outcome experiences 
(success/failure) and rehabilitation duration (1 to 5 years). An a priori decision was made to 
limit follow-up from 1 to 5 years, because outcomes of pain and physical functioning from 1 to 
5 years following TKA are reasonably stable.13-15 Overall, patients were included with diversity 
in age and sex. Patients were approached via three different hospitals. Physicians working 
in these three hospitals were asked to invite eligible patients. Eligibility criteria for patient 
selection can be found in Table 1. Interviews with Dutch patients were held at their homes. 
Patients in Belgium were interviewed during individual online meetings as a consequence 
of the regulations during the COVID-19 pandemic. Interviews were audio-recorded, and 
additional field notes were made during and after the interviews. 

Table 1. Eligibility criteria by patient subgroup

Subgroup 1: Patients with knee OA without surgical indication
• Patients with self-reported knee OA or knee pain (for more than 3 months)
• 18 years or older
• Dutch as native language
• No surgery for contralateral TKA
• No hearing or speech impairment
• Able and willing to participate and provide informed consent

Subgroup 2: Patients with knee OA scheduled for TKA
• Patient with a clinical diagnosis of knee OA and scheduled for TKA in one of the three 

participating hospitals
• 18 years or older
• Dutch as native language
• No surgery for contralateral TKA
• No hearing or speech impairment
• Able and willing to participate and provide informed consent
• Dutch patients: living within 50 kilometres from one of the two participating hospitals
• Belgian patients: willing to be present at UZ Gent at the day of the interview

Subgroup 3: Patients 1 to 5 year after TKA
• Patients with a primary TKA for 1 to 5 years
• Surgery performed in one of the three participating hospitals
• 18 years or older
• Dutch as native language
• No hearing or speech impairment
• Able and willing to participate and provide informed consent
• Dutch patients: living within 50 kilometres from one of the two participating hospitals
• Belgian patients: willing to be present at UZ Gent at the day of the interview

Interviews with knee specialists
Through purposive sampling we included knee specialists as 1) orthopaedic surgeons, 
performing at least 30 primary TKA procedures a year, 2) physiotherapists (specialized in knee 
rehabilitation) involved in the care of at least 10 TKA patients a year and 3) orthopaedic PAs and 
NPs (both in the Netherlands) with at least 50% of their patient contacts with TKA patients. 
Orthopaedic knee specialists with Dutch as native language, working in the Netherlands or 
in Belgium were recruited through the research team. Participants were invited via email or 
telephone to participate and were also asked to nominate potential other knee specialists 
(snowball-sampling).16 Within the sample of knee specialists we sought variety in current 
working environment (university-, general- or specialized hospital and physiotherapy 
practice), working experience in TKA surgery and care. Knee specialists were interviewed face-
to-face at their hospital office, physiotherapy practice or during a conference. 

Data collection
An interview guide was developed based on a review of the literature on poor outcome after 
TKA and clinical expertise of the research team (Supplementary Table S2).6 The questions had 
an open-ended format and were adapted to the specific subgroup of participants (Table 2). 
The interview guides were discussed with the patient research partners and then pilot-tested 
in one postoperative patient and one orthopaedic surgeon, leading to minor changes in the 
wording of interview guides. All interviews were conducted between May and November 2020 
by one researcher (MtM, PhD student), who had formal interview training and had no pre-
existing relationship with any of the participants. The interviewer had previous experience in 
working with TKA patients as research nurse and as researcher. Before the interviews started, 
participants were asked to fill out a short questionnaire to collect participants’ characteristics. 
A summary of the interview was sent to the interviewee after each interview as a member 
check to assure data validity. Two patients responded and confirmed that they recognised 
their experiences in the summaries. 

Data collection ended after twenty-five patients interviews and fifteen interviews with knee 
specialists as data saturation had been reached (no new information emerged from the last 2 
interviews).
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Table 2. Main topics of patients’ interview guide with one example question and some probing questions

Data analysis 
Audio recordings were transcribed by a commercial third party (Secretaresse Hulp), 
anonymized, and checked for accuracy against the original audio recordings. Transcripts were 
analysed using Atlas.ti vV.8. Data for patients and knee specialists were analysed separately. 
Following the grounded theory approach with thematic analysis, coding was performed in 3 
steps: open, axial, and selective coding.10 The first step started with reading and re-reading the 
transcripts for familiarization. Relevant fragments were selected in the interviews and each 
fragment was given a label (open coding). Second, these open codes were categorized (axial 
coding). From these axial codes the core themes were identified (selective coding). To support 
the coding process, field notes were made during the interviews. Data collection and data 
analysis was continuously alternating in a cyclic process. To enhance trustworthiness17, the 
first three interviews in each group (patients and knee specialists) were independently coded 
by two researchers (JV and MtM). The remaining interviews were coded by one researcher 
(MtM). Throughout this process, three researchers (JV, CvdE and MtM) continuously and 
repetitively reflected on, compared, discussed, refined and adjusted the codes in order to 
carefully determine the number and wording of themes in an iterative design. The identified 
themes were thoroughly discussed until consensus was reached in the research team 
(comprising a Dutch orthopaedic surgeon, a Belgian orthopaedic surgeon, a psychologist, a 
physiotherapist, and a nurse). Finally, quotes were extracted that related to the subthemes. 
Quotes were translated into English in collaboration with a professional translator. 

Ethics
This study was conducted in accordance with the ethical standards in the 1964 Declaration 
of Helsinki. The ethical Review Board of the Radboud University Medical Centre, Nijmegen in 
the Netherlands exempted the study (ref. number: 2019/5283) from ethical approval according 
to the Medical Research Involving Human Subjects Act. In Belgium, the institutional ethics 
committee of the Gent University Hospital granted approval (BC-07096). All participants gave 
informed consent. 

Results

Participant characteristics
In Tables 3 and 4, respectively, the characteristics of the patient and knee specialist samples 
are shown. The duration of the interviews varied from 25 to 85 minutes (mean (SD): 51.2 
(11.8) minutes) in patients and from 25 to 59 minutes (mean (SD): 44.7 (8.7) minutes) in knee 
specialists.

Table 3. Characteristics and clinical details of Dutch and Belgian patients

Main results
Four themes and 15 subthemes were identified (Table 5). Each theme is described in detail 
below, separately for both groups of participants. In Table 6, quotations from patients and 
knee specialists are displayed for each subtheme. 
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Table 4. Characteristics and working experience of Dutch and Belgian knee specialists

Table 5. Themes and subthemes identified in thematic analysis

Lingering pain
Negative outcome expectations for preoperative patients were no improvement in pain 
throughout the day and night and pain that limits patients in resuming valued activities. 
Postoperative patients reported that the typical preoperative OA pain had disappeared 
postoperatively, but some patients reported that it had been replaced by a new, different 
type of pain. Most patients experienced this new type of pain during the first postoperative 
period (6 to 8 weeks), some of them had a lot of pain or a burning sensation in the knee and 
could not sleep at night while others described the pain as muscle ache or nagging pain. Some 
patients did not get adequate pain relief because they discontinued taking pain medication 
because of side effects (e.g. nausea or vomiting) while other patients preferred not to use any 
pain medication other than paracetamol. Up to a year a number of patients experienced pain 
flares during and/or after physical activity such as climbing stairs, walking long distances (e.g. 
one hour), and during and/or after more strenuous exercise such as hiking in the mountains 
or sports (e.g. golf, fitness). Patients described these pain flares as an irritating or cramping 
sensation and interpreted this as a signal for taking rest for the remainder of the day. 

Knee specialists reported that they have concerns when patients continue to have a lot of 
pain, beyond an acceptable level for the patients or when the cause of pain remained elusive. 
These patients are seen more often at the outpatient clinic and sometimes receive additional 
treatment (i.e. additional follow-up consults or guidance from the pain specialist). Knee 
specialists sometimes felt that nothing could be done for the patients.     

Stagnating mobility
Most negative outcome expectations and experiences of both pre- and postoperative patients 
were focused on limitations during physical functioning and in resuming valued activities. 
In addition, preoperative patients mentioned a decline in walking ability and continued 
reliance on a cane, crutch or walker as negative outcome expectations. Postoperative patients 
described poor function of the knee in terms of a tight feeling in the knee, a feeling of knee 
stiffness and an unreliable knee. They felt hampered in their mobility, and consequently in 
their activities of daily living and leisure activities such as climbing stairs, walking long 
distances, gardening, cycling, playing tennis, or shopping. Patients indicated the inability to 
resume valued activities in and around the house as an adverse consequence of TKA. Some 
patients found it disappointing that they could not return to an active lifestyle.   

Negative outcomes for knee specialists were non-fulfilling conditions that hamper patients 
in their mobility. Knee specialists considered an extension or flexion limitation, (mid-flexion) 
instability, or stiffness of the knee as a negative outcome. Particularly, when an extension 
limitation affects the patient’s ability to walk and made walking tiresome. In patients with 
stiffness within 3 months post-TKA, the patient’s knee needs to be manipulated under 
anesthesia (MUA) with the purpose of regain full range of motion. In addition, knee specialists 
and especially physiotherapists were concerned when patients remain limited in their walking 
ability; that is when they are not able to walk independently for a short distance or when they 
are not able to walk without pain or discomfort.   
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Complications and revision surgery
Some patients experienced surgical complications such as a swollen knee, a chronic 
inflammation of the knee, thrombosis, stiffness of the knee or a prosthesis infection that 
resulted in a negative experience after TKA. Some of the study patients experienced a 
manipulation under anaesthesia (MUA) or revision surgery, i.e. debridement, antibiotics and 
implant retention (DAIR) because of infection.  

Knee specialists mentioned several complications that might contribute to a negative 
experience for patients: swollen knee, reactive knee (redness, swelling, heat), deep venous 
thrombosis, wound healing disorders, vascular injury, severe stiffness, aseptic loosening, 
infection and malrotation of the prosthesis. Early revision surgery is a clear indication of poor 
response to TKA according to knee specialists. 

In addition, orthopaedic surgeons mentioned surgical technical shortcomings, such as 
malposition, prosthetic loosening, malalignment, and mechanical failures, contributing to a 
negative experience for the orthopaedic surgeon.

Getting used to the prosthetic knee
For most patients, the first postoperative period was hard, exhausting, disappointing, and 
sometimes with emotional impact due to unexpected pain, surgical complications, medication 
side effects, and being dependent on help from other people. Patients worried whether their 
pain was normal and comparable to other patients and whether the knee was recovering 
properly. Some patients who experienced a difficult recovery after the first postoperative 
period and the ones with persisting pain after 6 to 9 months experienced uncertainty on 
several domains, some experienced movement anxiety. They worried about the future, slept 
poorly, and were distressed. Patients had struggles with adjusting to their prosthetic knee 
in daily life. One patient took early retirement while others were able to return to work but 
later than initially planned and/or with temporary adjustments. Adaptations (in duration, 
frequency, bracing and other support measurements) related to movement and sport were 
mentioned or more in general accepting that not everything is possible with the prosthetic 
knee and adjusting their level of activity. Some patients struggled with unhelpful thoughts 
that limited their motivation to practice physiotherapy exercises and their hope that the knee 
would become better. Other patients were eager to engage in different tasks despite their pain 
and limited knee function and refused to be negatively affected by their prosthetic knee. More 
in general, several patients mentioned that being aware of the prosthesis all the time was an 
unexpected, unpleasant experience. Preoperative patients expected to be recovered within 
3 to 6 months, while most postoperative patients indicated that they were recovered in 6 to 
7 months, but for some it took longer. Two patients indicated that they had fully recovered 
only after 2 years, while knee specialists indicated that patients should take into account a 
rehabilitation duration of one year. 

Table 6. Subthemes and quotations
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Discussion

Findings of this study highlight that knee specialists put emphasis on surgical failure, 
unexplained pain, limited walking ability and impairments that limit patients’ physical 
functioning, while patients were focused on the arduous process of getting used to the 
prosthesis, lingering pain, awareness of the artificial knee and limitations they experience 
during valued and daily activities.

In line with previous research18,19, our study showed that the process of getting used to the 
prosthesis, the experiences of adjusting physically and mentally to the prosthesis, were in top 
of mind of patients. Especially in patients for whom rehabilitation took longer than anticipated, 
this process of adapting to their artificial knee was dominant in their stories. Patients for 
whom additional efforts for improvement did not result in their expected outcome, expressed 
deep frustration with what they perceived to be a lack of adequate guidance or help from the 
health care providers. On the other hand, knee specialists felt that the process of getting used 
to the prosthesis in their stories was part of the postoperative process and did not explicitly 
acknowledge that the process of recovery can contribute to a negative experience. These 
differences in views between patients and knee specialists might contribute to discrepancies 
in their perception of poor response to TKA. 

Patients’ experiences of lingering pain and limitations in performing valued and daily activities 
were also contributing to the negative appraisal of the TKA procedure. Comparable results 

were found in previous studies that focused on asking patients what results matter the most 
to patients undergoing a knee or hip replacement.9,20,21 Patients ranked three outcomes as 
their highest priorities: pain relief, functional recovery, and improved quality of life.20 Another 
study by Whitebird et al. identified the ability to walk without pain or discomfort, pain relief, 
and returning to an active lifestyle as important outcomes.21 While both studies focused 
on pain relief, many patients specifically discussed pain in relation to specific activities like 
mobility and walking. The association between pain and performing valued activities is also 
reflected in our findings as patients reported experiences of pain flares during and/or after 
physical activity. Knee specialists in our study tend to put more emphasis on surgical failure, 
unexplained pain, limited walking ability and impairments that limit patients’ physical 
functioning. Remarkably, surgical failure is not incorporated in any of the definitions for poor 
response after TKA used in the literature.6 Our findings indicate that, besides complications 
and revision surgery, lingering pain, limitations in walking ability and the ability to perform 
(valued) activities of daily living and/or work are relevant outcome domains for measuring 
poor response to TKA according to both patients and knee specialists. 

There is evidence that TKA patients tend to have overly high expectations going into surgery.22,23 
Knee specialists in our study confirmed that some patients persist in unrealistic expectations 
on the outcome of a TKA, even after comprehensive preoperative consultation. Most knee 
specialists in our study mentioned that they discuss these (unrealistic) expectations with 
their patients. Nevertheless, it is important to encourage patients to list what they would like 
or expect to do post-TKA.24 Knee specialists must appropriately council them regarding the 
relative probability that they would be able to accomplish each of their stated goals.24 In case 
of a discrepancy between what the patient expects and what knee specialists know TKA can 
deliver, the first step is for the knee specialist to explain how realistic the patients’ expectations 
are.24 This should be seen as an essential component of preoperative consultation.
 
These findings have several important clinical and research implications. Our findings can 
inform shared decision making for TKA. We found that lingering pain, impaired mobility 
and the inability to resume valued activities are important adverse consequences of TKA. 
Preoperative consultation must therefore include a discussion on the likelihood of those 
outcomes. Furthermore, our study provided a full picture on the variety of potential adverse 
consequences of TKA that could contribute to a negative appraisal of its effect. However, we 
did not identify the relative importance of these consequences. Future research should focus 
on the prioritization of adverse consequences of TKA for patients with OA that may contribute 
to poor response, from both the perspective of patients and knee specialists.

One of the strengths of this study is that, to our knowledge, this is the first study investigating 
expectations and experience of patients and perceptions of knee specialists on adverse 
consequences that may contribute to the negative appraisal of the TKA procedure. Another 
strength is that the interviews were conducted by a PhD candidate who did not have a 
relationship with the interviewed patients prior to the study, reducing the risk of response 
bias. Furthermore, purposive sampling and participant recruitment from two hospitals in 
the Netherlands and one in Belgium allowed the inclusion of a wide variety of participants, 
leading through a thorough evaluation of all possible experiences that may contribute to 
the negative appraisal of the TKA procedure. Another strength is the involvement of patient 
research partners in the study design. 
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Potential limitations must be considered while interpreting the findings. Firstly, our results 
describe a process that unfolds over time, data were collected at one time point and thus, 
for postoperative patients, relied on the participants’ recall of their TKA journey. However, 
some patients indicated they could now better reflect on that period than they could during 
the rehabilitation period. We attempted to minimize recall and salience bias by asking 
patients about their own experiences, about previously mentioned experiences of other 
participants and by asking probing questions about all sort of details. Secondly, signs of 
nonverbal communication during the interviews with patients in Belgium could have been 
missed because these interviews were online as a consequence of the regulations during the 
COVID-19 pandemic. However, we utilized video conferencing software which is seen as the 
closest to the gold standard of interviewing.25

Thirdly, only patients and knee specialists who were able to communicate (read and speak) in 
Dutch were included to ensure that all interviews could be conducted in the native language. 
Thus, cultural differences, and different health care systems can make these results less 
generalizable. 

In conclusion, our study provides a comprehensive overview of potential adverse consequences 
from the perspective of both patients and knee specialists. Our findings highlight that knee 
specialists put more emphasis on surgical failure, unexplained pain, limited walking ability and 
impairments that limit patients’ physical functioning, while patients’ experiences were more 
focused on the arduous process of getting used to the prosthesis, lingering pain, awareness of 
the artificial knee and limitations they experience during valued and daily activities. Aspects 
associated with the difficult process of adapting to the prosthesis need to be addressed during 
shared decision making.
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Supplementary Table S2: Interview guide knee specialists 

Introduction
Total knee arthroplasty (TKA) is considered to be a cost-effective intervention for the treatment 
of advanced knee osteoarthritis (OA). However, increasing evidence shows that a proportion 
of patients (around 20%) could be considered as a poor responder to TKA (for example show no 
or too little improvement) in terms of chronic knee pain, functional disability, poor quality of 
life, and dissatisfaction after TKA. Moreover a successful outcome according to the physician 
is not a guarantee for treatment success as perceived by patients. This may be caused by 
different perceptions of adverse consequences after TKA. With this interview study we are 
hoping to learn about adverse consequences after TKA, and differences between patients and 
knee specialists.  

1. Could you briefly tell me about your position as knee specialist?
 Probes:
 1.2 How much time do you spend on primary TKA procedures?
 1.3 Do you organize information meetings about TKA procedures?

2. What are important outcomes of TKA for you as knee specialist?
 Probes:
 2.1 Why are these important outcomes for you as knee specialist?
 2.2 What are important outcomes for patients do you think?

3. When are your expectations regarding TKA outcome been fulfilled?
 Probes:
 3.1 When and why are expectations not fulfilled?

4. When do you consider the result of the TKA less successful for the patient? 
 Probes:
 4.1 Why is the result less successful for the patient?
 4.2 When is the result less successful for you as a knee specialist?
 4.3 Why is the result less successful for you?

5. When do you consider the result of the TKA unsuccessful for the patient? 
 Probes:
 5.1 Why is the result unsuccessful for the patient?
 5.2 When is the result unsuccessful for you as a knee specialist?
 5.3 Why is the result unsuccessful for you?

6. What are reasons for patients to be dissatisfied with the TKA?
 Probes: 
 6.1 Which factors play a role in this for patients?
 6.2 Could you explain to me?

7. What are reasons for you as a knee specialist to be dissatisfied with the TKA?
 Probes:
 7.1 Which factors play a role in this for you?
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8. What is for you as a knee specialist the optimal time after surgery to assess the success of 
TKA?

 Probes:
 8.1 How do you determine if the prosthetic knee is successful or not?
 8.2 Could you explain to me?

Thank you for your time and sharing your perceptions. We will send you a summary of our 
interview and we would ask you to check the summary. If something has not been interpreted 
correctly or if you do not agree with something in the summary, we ask you to respond. We 
hope this information will help to identify what adverse consequences of TKA contribute to a 
poor response to TKA according to the perspective of patients and knee specialists. 
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Abstract

Purpose 
A variety of definitions of poor response to total knee arthroplasty (TKA) is used in the literature, 
which impedes the comparisons of response after TKA over time and across hospitals and 
countries. The aim of this study was to compare the prevalence, overlap and discriminative 
accuracy of 15 definitions of poor response after TKA using two large databases.

Methods 
Data of patients one year after primary TKA from the Dutch Arthroplasty Register (LROI) 
(n=12,275) and the Osteoarthritis Initiative (OAI) database (n=204) were used to examine the 
prevalence, overlap (estimated by Cohen’s kappa) and discriminative accuracy (sensitivity, 
specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), negative predictive value (NPV) and Youden index) 
of 15 different definitions of poor response after TKA. In the absence of a true gold standard 
for measuring poor responder to TKA, the numeric rating scale (NRS) satisfaction (0-10; 
dichotomized: >6 ‘responder' vs ≤6 ‘poor responder’) and the Global assessment of Knee 
impact (0-10; dichotomized: <4 ‘responder’ vs ≥4 ‘poor responder’) were used as anchor for 
the assessment of discriminative accuracy for the LROI dataset and OAI dataset, respectively. 
12 definitions could be tested in the LROI dataset and 7 in the OAI dataset. 

Results 
The median (25th – 75th percentile) prevalence of poor responders of the examined definitions 
was 18.5% (14.0%-25.5%) and median Cohen’s kappa for the overlap between pairs of 
definitions was 0.41 (0.32-0.59). Median (25th – 75th percentile) sensitivity was 0.45 (0.39-0.54), 
specificity was 0.86 (0.82-0.94), PPV was 0.45 (0.34 – 0.62), NPV was 0.89 (0.87 – 0.89) and the 
Youden index was 0.36 (0.20-0.43).

Conclusions
The prevalence of poor responders was discordant across the different definitions in this study, 
and the majority of pairs of definitions showed a fair or moderate agreement suggesting a lack 
of overlap between different definitions of poor response to TKA. None of the definitions we 
examined adequately classified poor responders of TKA. In contrast, absence of poor response 
could be classified with confidence. A future unambiguous definition of poor response to TKA 
is needed and should preferably include multiple outcome domains and combine a relative 
and absolute change.

Keywords
Total knee arthroplasty, Patient-reported outcome measurement, Poor response, 
Discriminative accuracy

Introduction

Total knee arthroplasty (TKA) is an effective surgical procedure for patients with advanced 
symptomatic knee osteoarthritis (OA). Nonetheless, a substantial proportion of patients 
experience a poor response to TKA (i.e. show no or little improvement) in terms of chronic knee 
pain1, functional disability2, poor quality of life3, and/or dissatisfaction after TKA.4,5 

In the literature, it is generally assumed that the proportion of patients with poor response 
to TKA is about 15 to 20%.1,4,5 However, a variety of dichotomous definitions of poor response 
to TKA comprising one or more different dimensions of outcome are used in literature6 to 
quantify the proportion of patients with poor response to TKA. These definitions were used in 
small-scale, single institution studies at different time points (1 month and 5 years), and based 
on different outcome dimensions (e.g. pain, daily functioning, knee function, satisfaction).6 
The variety of definitions used impedes the comparisons of poor response to TKA over time 
and across hospitals and countries, because definitions cannot be exchanged and results are 
difficult to compare. These findings also illustrate the lack of international consensus on the 
definition of “poor response” to TKA, although the need to use a combined endpoint has been 
recognized to accurately describe failure (i.e. poor response) after TKA.7

Insight in the prevalence of poor responders, overlap of definitions and discriminative accuracy 
in databases with large patient samples and large sets of patient-reported outcome measures 
(PROM) scores, provides the opportunity to compare the performance of different definitions 
of poor response to TKA. Information on the performance of definitions can serve as input 
for further research to reach consensus on the definition for poor response. Furthermore, 
it provides insight in whether definitions measure different outcome domains or whether 
definitions might be interchangeable. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to examine the 
performance of a set of definitions, derived from literature and newly composed by an expert 
group, defining poor response to TKA in existing databases. 

Materials and methods

Data Sources
This study used data from the Dutch Arthroplasty Register (LROI) and the Osteoarthritis 
Initiative (OAI) database.

The LROI is a nationwide, population-based register of joint arthroplasties that includes 
information on >950,000 joint arthroplasties in the Netherlands since 2007.8 It has a coverage 
of 100% of Dutch hospitals and a completeness up to 99% for primary TKAs.8 Patient-reported 
outcome measures (PROMs) for TKAs were registered in the LROI since 2015. The response rate 
for matched preoperative and 12-month postoperative PROMs in the period 2015-2020 was 
38%.9   

The OAI database is a multicentre, longitudinal cohort study which includes 4796 patients 
with, or at risk of developing, symptomatic OA of the knee. Patients were enrolled between 
February 2004 and May 2006 in four centres and were followed for nine years. The OAI 
database is available for public access at (https://data-archive.nimh.gov/oai/), and details 
have been published elsewhere.10
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Ethical approval
All data in the LROI register were registered as part of routine clinical care, and the present 
study placed no additional burden on the patient. Data used from the public OAI database are 
not proprietary. Ethical approval for collecting information about the subjects was provided 
by the OAI, and informed consent was obtained from all individual participants included in the 
study. Investigators had access only to unidentifiable patient data in both the LROI register 
and the OAI database. Therefore, no ethical approval was necessary according to the Dutch 
Medical Research Involving Human Subjects Act (WMO). All data were handled in line with the 
Helsinki Declaration. 

Data selection
From the LROI register, we extracted data of patients aged between 50 and 80 years, who had 
primary TKA in the Netherlands in the period 2014-2019. The OAI cohort contained patients 
aged between 45 and 79 years. The OAI website provides detailed information about exclusion 
criteria and dropout rates prior to the enrollment visit. Data of patients with primary TKA was 
only extracted when patients were diagnosed with osteoarthritis. 

Data collection
From the LROI register, patient and procedure characteristics as well as PROMs were extracted. 
Patient characteristics contained: gender, age, diagnosis, body mass index (BMI), smoking, 
operation side, year of operation and previous surgery on the affected joint. Procedure 
characteristics contained: type of surgery, fixation, and surgical approach. The extracted 
PROM scores were the Numeric Rating Scale (NRS) for pain at rest and during activity rated on 
a 0-10 rating scale, the Oxford Knee Score (OKS)(0-48)11 and the Knee injury and Osteoarthritis 
Outcome Score-Physical Function Short-form (KOOS-PS)(0-100).12 Patients were asked 
about satisfaction with their TKA through the following question: “How satisfied are you (in 
general) about the results of your knee surgery?” which was rated on an NRS from 0 to 10. 
In addition, two anchor questions on daily pain and functioning were asked: “How did your 
general daily pain/functioning change after the surgery on your knee?” (1 “very deteriorated”, 
2 “deteriorated”, 3 “a little deteriorated”, 4 “unchanged”, 5 “a little improved”, 6 “improved”, or 
7 “very improved”).   

The OAI collected a large set of PROM scores at baseline and during each annual follow-up 
visit. We extracted baseline descriptive data (age and sex) and the following PROM scores: 
patient global assessment of knee impact rated on a 0-10 rating scale, global knee pain severity 
(not activity-specific) during the past 7 days rated on a 0-10 rating scale, the Knee injury and 
Osteoarthritis Outcome Score (KOOS)(0-100)13, and the Western Ontario and McMasters 
Osteoarthritis index (WOMAC) Pain (0-20), Physical Function (0-68) and Stiffness (0-8) Likert 
scales.14 Scores on these Likert scales are summed for the WOMAC total score (0-96). TKA 
was a time-varying treatment in this cohort as TKA interventions occurred asynchronously 
during follow-up. Therefore, the time between the annual follow-up visits and TKA surgery 
date varied for each patient. For the selection of preoperative PROMs, we used the visit prior 
to surgery (with a maximum of 1.5 year preoperative) and for the postoperative PROMs the 
closest visit after surgery (within the window of 1 to 2.5 years postoperative).

Statistical Analyses
A list of dichotomous definitions was used (Table 1), partly derived from an inventory review6, 
and partly composed by an Expert Advisory Group within a qualitative study (submitted). Only 
dichotomous definitions tested at 12 months follow-up, or measuring a change score from 
preoperative to 12 month postoperative were added to the list. The following performance 
aspects of definitions were examined: the prevalence of poor responders, overlap of definitions 
and discriminative accuracy, measured with sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value 
(PPV), negative predicted value (NPV) and Youden index. The proportion of overlap for all pairs 
of definitions within each dataset was calculated by Cohen’s kappa with 95% confidence 
intervals. Kappa values of 0.0 - 0.20 were considered “slight”, 0.21 - 0.4 “fair”, 0.41 - 0.60 
“moderate”, 0.61 - 0.80 “substantial”, and 0.81 - 1.00 “almost perfect”.15 Lack of overlap indicates 
that different outcome domains are being measured whereas almost perfect overlap of poor 
responders might indicate that different definitions might be interchangeable. Currently, 
there is no gold standard for measuring poor response to TKA. Therefore, the NRS satisfaction 
(0-10) in the LROI dataset was dichotomized (>6 ‘responder’ vs ≤6 ‘poor responder’) and used as 
anchor to calculate the discriminative accuracy of all examined definitions of poor response. 
In order to ensure robustness of the NRS satisfaction anchor, other outcome domains (e.g. pain 
and physical functioning) and different NRS cut-off values were tested as anchors. The results 
of different anchors were discussed and the final anchor was established on the basis of expert 
opinion. For the OAI, the measure Global assessment of Knee Impact (0-10) was dichotomized 
(<4 ‘responder’ vs ≥4 ‘poor responder’) for the analysis of discriminative accuracy. In addition, 
95% confidence intervals (CI) for sensitivity and specificity, PPV and NPV and the Youden index 
( J = sensitivity + specificity – 1) were calculated. Statistical analyses were performed within 
the separate datasets and these were not combined or compared. All statistical analyses were 
performed in STATA version 17.0 (StataCorp, College Station, Texas). 
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Table 1. Definitions and prevalence of poor responders Results

Data characteristics 
In our datasets, a total of 114,092 patients in the LROI and 416 patients (63 at baseline and 353 
during follow-up) in the OAI cohort had at least one primary TKA (Figure 1). In the OAI cohort, 33 
patients were excluded as they received a partial TKA, and another 34 patients were excluded 
as they were not diagnosed with OA. 99,531 and 255 patients (LROI and OAI, respectively) had 
undergone unilateral TKA and 14,561 and 98 patients (LROI and OAI, respectively) had bilateral 
TKA. Patients with bilateral TKA were excluded from our dataset as scores might be influenced 
by complaints on the left and right knee. Another 79,190 patients were excluded from our 
LROI dataset as they had incomplete preoperative and 12-month postoperative PROM 
questionnaires. 8,066 and 51 patients (LROI and OAI respectively) had missing data on PROM 
scores that were used for the definitions or as anchor and were excluded. A total of 12,275 
(LROI) and 204 (OAI) patients with primary TKA were included in our analysis. The preoperative 
patient characteristics of the LROI and OAI datasets are reported in Table 2.

Figure 1. Flowchart showing data selection based on the LROI register and OAI database

Table 2. Preoperative patient characteristics and clinical details
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Anchor Questions
In the LROI dataset, the NRS satisfaction (0-10) was used as anchor, 2,335 patients (19%) were 
defined as poor responders (defined as ≤6) and 9,940 patients (81%) as responders (defined as 
>6) (Figure 2). The global assessment of knee impact score (0-10) was used as anchor in the OAI 
dataset, 30 patients (15%) were defined as poor responders (defined as ≥4) and 174 patients 
(85%) as responders (defined as <4). 

Figure 2. Distribution of answering options on anchor questions in the LROI and OAI datasets

Prevalence of poor responders
Table 1 shows the prevalence of poor responders of examined definitions within each dataset. 
The median (25th – 75th percentile) prevalence of poor responders was 18.1% (14.0% - 26.1%).

Overlap of definitions 
The median (25th – 75th percentile) Cohen’s kappa was 0.41 (0.32 - 0.59). A matrix overview of the 
Cohen’s kappa scores is shown in Supplementary Table 1.

Discriminative accuracy
Table 3 shows the sensitivity, specificity, PPV and NPV with 95% CI and Youden’s J-statistic 
of examined definitions of poor response to TKA within each dataset. The median (25th – 75th 
percentile) sensitivity was 0.47 (0.41 - 0.55), the median (25th – 75th percentile) specificity was 
0.86 (0.82 - 0.94), the median (25th – 75th percentile) PPV was 0.45 (0.34 – 0.62), the median (25th 
– 75th percentile) NPV was 0.89 (0.87 – 0.89) and the median (25th – 75th percentile) Youden’s 
J-statistic was 0.36 (0.24 - 0.45).
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Discussion

To our knowledge, this is the first study that compared the performance of various definitions 
of poor response to TKA. In general, the prevalence of poor responders was discordant across 
the different definitions in this study. The majority of pairs of definitions showed a fair or 
moderate agreement suggesting that different definitions of poor response to TKA measure 
different underlying outcome domains. Definitions showed a relatively low sensitivity, PPV 
and Youden’s J-statistic but moderate to good specificity and NPV suggesting that absence of 
poor response can be classified with confidence. Our findings provide insight in the extent to 
which definitions of poor response relate to each other, thus supporting knee specialists and 
researchers to interpret and compare results about response to TKA across studies. 

In the literature, it is assumed that the proportion of patients with poor response to TKA is 
about 15 to 20%.1,4,5 This percentage seems to be generally accepted in the absence of a gold 
standard. In this study, the prevalence of poor responders according to different definitions, 
ranging from 5.8% to 35.6%, scatters around a proportion of 15-20%, suggesting that the 
“true estimate” of poor responders lies indeed around 15-20%. However, some definitions 
yielded much lower (<10%) and/or much higher proportions of poor responders (>25%). Four 
definitions could be tested in both the LROI and OAI dataset and the average difference in 
prevalence values between both datasets was 6%, suggesting that definitions perform fairly 
constant in different datasets.

The highest Cohen’s kappa values were measured for combinations of definitions that 
measured the same underlying outcome domain or that partially used the same criteria. 
Perhaps unsurprisingly, a perfect overlap (1.00) was measured for the definition ‘No 
improvement on transition question on change in pain OR daily knee functioning’ versus the 
definitions ‘(<20% improvement and <10 absolute change in pain rest or knee functioning) 
AND (No improvement on transition question on change in pain or daily knee functioning)’. We 
observed lowest agreement between definitions with an absolute cut-off and definitions that 
contained both a relative and absolute change. The latter observation applies to combinations 
that measured the same underlying outcome domain as well as to combinations that did not 
measure the same underlying outcome domain.   

Definitions that perform best in terms of discriminative accuracy consist of multiple outcome 
domains such as pain and functioning, and contain both a relative and absolute change from 
preoperative to 12 months postoperative, such as the Outcome Measures in Rheumatology 
(OMERACT) and Osteoarthritis Research Society International (OARSI) set of responder 
criteria.24 The OMERACT-OARSI responder criteria, originally developed to examine the effect 
of pharmacological interventions in OA are commonly used in the literature to identify 
responders in OA.24 Two studies used this OMERACT-OARSI responder set to examine the 
prevalence of non-response to TKA and found non-response rates of 15%, 19.3% and 24.4%.21,22 
These rates are slightly lower compared to a 27.5% OMERACT-OARSI non-response rate in our 
OAI dataset, which might be explained by a different patient cohort and different inclusion 
criteria used for the OAI dataset. Our findings concerning the discriminative accuracy of the 
OMERACT-OARSI criteria to identify poor response after TKA are comparable to a previous 
study on the accuracy of the OMERACT-OARSI criteria to identify patients who worsened 
despite 3 months of conservative treatment, demonstrating high specificity, but low 
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sensitivity and a low Youden index.25 Remarkably, no definition (set of responder or worsening 
criteria) has a good Youden index score.25 Hence, the OMERACT-OARSI responder criteria 
constitute a definition that can classify patients who do not experience a poor response, but is 
less accurate in classifying patients as poor responders.

Limitations
The main limitation of the present study are the chosen anchors for the assessment of 
discriminative accuracy in both datasets. In the absence of a true gold standard, the outcome 
domains, cut-off values and the timing of assessment were arbitrarily chosen. The choice for 
this type of gold standard introduces some problems with regard to the validity of the anchor.26 
A single domain (e.g. pain) is assumed to be less reliable, and thus less valid than an anchor 
that includes multiple domains (e.g. pain combined with daily knee functioning). A general 
domain was chosen as anchor based on results of a prior qualitative study that identified 
(dis)satisfaction as a central theme of poor response to TKA (submitted). Moreover, a general 
domain is a commonly used anchor in this type of studies.27,28 The cut-off values were discussed 
and established on the basis of expert opinion. The timing of assessment, 12 months after 
TKA, was also based on the prior qualitative study where patients and knee specialists were 
asked to indicate the moment of follow-up for the assessment of the definition (submitted). 
In summary, our data on the discriminative accuracy results are determined by the choices 
made for the anchors. Riddle et al.29 already reported not to rely on arbitrary cut-offs, and 
preferred a non-biased statistical model-based approach to categorize good versus poor 
outcome. However, a major limitation of these types of models is that dichotomization can 
only be determined afterwards and results are only generalizable after external validation. 
Next, with a response rate of 38% in matched pre- and 12 months postoperative PROMs in 
the LROI register there might be some random bias, because of the considerable variation 
in response rate among hospitals. From previous research is know that patients who do not 
complete the PROMs of the LROI register are in general slightly older and less fit.30 Another 
limitation concerns the time varying data in the OAI dataset. We therefore set minimum and 
maximum time windows of assessment prior to and after the surgery date considering that 
the postoperative poor response rate may decline over time.22

In a parallel study by our research group we performed a Delphi exercise to assess the face 
validity and feasibility, and to prioritize definitions from an initial list of 34 definitions. A gold 
standard for measuring poor response to TKA is still lacking. Therefore, the generation of a 
prioritized list of definitions by international experts provides a useful resource for helping 
to guide clinicians and researchers to choose a definition that corresponds to their aim and 
setting of measuring poor response to TKA. Future research into the patient prioritization 
of outcomes of poor response to TKA is necessary to identify the most relevant definition of 
poor response to TKA. With this study, international experts will be informed about the results 
and encouraged to choose a definition that can be used to measure poor response of TKA 
worldwide, making it possible to compare the prevalence over time and across hospitals and 
countries.    

Conclusions

In conclusion, the wide range in prevalence of poor response using different definitions 
and the lack of overlap stress the need for an unambiguous definition of poor response to 
TKA. None of the definitions we examined adequately classified poor responders of TKA. In 
contrast, absence of poor response could be classified with confidence. A future definition of 
poor response to TKA should preferably include multiple outcome domains and combine a 
relative and absolute change. 
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Abstract

Introduction
This study aimed to rank definitions for measuring poor response one year after TKA, after 
assessing the face validity and feasibility of existing or newly proposed definitions.

Materials and Methods
An international, three-round, online modified Delphi study was conducted with sixty-nine 
panelists from twenty-three countries. Definitions were derived from a literature review or 
were newly proposed by an expert group. Panelists rated the face validity and feasibility of 
definitions, and could propose additional new definitions in round 1. Panelists reconsidered 
their rating of existing definitions, and rated newly suggested definitions (round 2). Definitions 
with a median score for face validity <6.5 were removed from the list, and panelists distributed 
100 points among the remaining definitions for ranking (round 3). 

Results
Fifty-one panelists completed all three rounds (response rate 74%), and the prioritized list 
of definitions in round 3 comprised seventeen definitions. A definition on (dis)satisfaction 
with the outcome of TKA obtained the highest scores for face validity and feasibility (7.5, 
and 8.5 respectively), and a definition reflecting change since pre-operative status from the 
perception of patients (i.e., their opinion on change in pain, daily knee functioning) was highest 
prioritized. In general, definitions reflecting change from the perception of patients were 
higher prioritized than definitions requiring both preoperative and postoperative assessment 
of validated questionnaires.

Conclusions
This study identified seventeen potential definitions of poor response to TKA, of which six we 
believe justify further study and potential implementation in quality assessment studies. 
Remarkably, all six were patient-centered and none were clinician-centered. 

Keywords 
Total knee arthroplasty, Definitions, Poor response, Delphi study

Introduction

Over the last decades total knee arthroplasty (TKA) has been widely established as a successful 
and cost-effective procedure for advanced symptomatic osteoarthritis (OA). Worldwide an 
average of around 135 TKAs per 100,000 persons are performed1,2, and utilization is projected 
to increase continuously over the next decade.3 The massive growth in demand for TKA will 
inevitably place a major burden on the future healthcare systems across the world, with 
increasing costs and limited resources. However, despite improvement in knee pain and 
disability, 10 to 20% of patients report that they are dissatisfied due to insufficient pain relief, 
limitations in physical functioning and/or unmet expectations.4-6 

To be able to improve these dissatisfaction rates, a definition on poor outcome after TKA is 
needed, to allow for an actionable quality improvement cycle. A variety of dichotomous 
definitions of poor response to TKA comprising one or more different dimensions of outcome 
have been described in the literature7, to quantify the proportion of patients with poor response 
to TKA. This large variety of definitions impedes the comparisons of poor response to TKA over 
time and across hospitals and countries. The need for a multidimensional combination of 
outcome domains (e.g. pain and function) has been recognized to describe failure (i.e. poor 
response) after TKA8, but to date, an international accepted definition with good performance 
for measuring poor response to TKA is lacking (submitted).

Previous research has focused on identifying a core outcome domain set for total joint 
arthroplasty (TJA) clinical trials and meaningful improvements for the domain measures.9-11 So 
far, few studies addressed outcome domains that are important for measuring failure after TKA. 
One study focusing on defining TJA failure from the patient’s perspective identified refractory 
pain after TJA as more important than surgical failure (i.e. complications, revisions).12 Recently, 
our research group conducted a qualitative study (submitted) among patients and knee 
specialists to explore consequences that might contribute to the negative appraisal of a TKA 
procedure. This study revealed new insights, including difficulties in the process of adapting 
to a TKA over time and the continuous annoying awareness of the artificial knee (submitted).

A definition of poor response to TKA after one year should encompass criteria to identify patients 
with an unfavorable course. This definition should specify the domain(s) or outcome measures 
(e.g., revision rate or physical functioning) and include criteria regarding the magnitude 
and nature of change (either relative or absolute change compared to preoperative status 
(transition question)) or a postoperative threshold beyond which the patient is considered to 
have a poor response. Furthermore, worldwide implementation of definitions requires that 
such a definition is both valid (the degree to which the definition is an adequate reflection of 
‘poor response one year after TKA’) and feasible (the degree to which the definition is easy to use 
and assess worldwide). Thus, the definition should have good performance of discriminative 
accuracy, and should be feasible from an international point of view. The primary aim of this 
study was to seek consensus among international orthopedic knee experts regarding the face 
validity and feasibility of existing and newly proposed definitions for defining poor response 
one year after primary TKA. Secondary aim was to rank definitions to gain insight into the most 
important definitions for measuring poor response to TKA that require further exploration.
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Material and methods

This three-round online modified Delphi study is reported in line with recommendations 
for the Conducting and REporting of DElphi Studies (CREDES)13,14 and proposed Delphi study 
quality indicators.15 
  
Project team and Expert Advisory Group 
A project team was formed to conduct the study comprising two orthopedic knee surgeons 
from the Netherlands and Belgium (JS, SvO), two researchers with background in rheumatology 
and orthopedics (CvdE, PH) and a PhD student (MtM). An expert advisory group, involving the 
five project team members and four international key experts with expertise and scientific 
publications on defining outcome after TKA, was established. The four key experts included 
a professor, orthopedic surgeon from Sweden (OR), a professor, rheumatologist from the 
USA (JS), a professor, epidemiologist and nurse from Australia (MD) and a leading orthopedic 
surgeon and orthopedic engineer from the UK (AP). Members of the expert advisory group 
were not members of the Delphi panel. 

Advisory Group meetings
The project team and expert advisory group met four times during the study (Figure 1). Two 
meetings were held prior to the first Delphi round, one meeting between Delphi round 2 and 3 
and the last meeting was held after completion of round 3. In preparation for the first meeting, 
the members completed a survey hosted using SurveyMonkey16 and administered via e-mail. 
In this survey, members were asked to rank domains of poor response originating from a prior 
(inventory) literature review7 and results of a qualitative study (submitted). Furthermore, 
members were asked about their opinion and preference for the type of threshold (e.g., absolute 
cut-off value, absolute change, relative change) for definitions identifying poor response 
one year after TKA. During the preparatory meetings, members of the advisory group were 
informed about the results of the studies preceding this Delphi study7 (submitted). The initial 
list of definitions for round 1 was created by combining existing definitions that emerged from 
a (inventory) literature review with definitions composed by the expert advisory group, based 
on discussion of the results of a qualitative study among patients and knee specialists, which 
explored consequences that may contribute to the negative appraisal of a TKA procedure 
(submitted). The list of definitions used in this study focused on assessment of response at one 
year after TKA as this time point was identified as the optimal timepoint for the assessment 
by patients and knee specialists (submitted), and because it is an important time point during 
routine follow-up. In addition to the definitions that emerged from the (inventory) literature 
review, new definitions were composed by the members, based on discussions of the results 
of the qualitative study (submitted). During the third meeting, adjustments of definitions 
were discussed based on comments that arose from the first two Delphi rounds. Furthermore, 
a threshold for removing definitions from the list that served as input for Delphi round 3 
was discussed and established. Different thresholds were tested to find an optimal balance 
between the number of definitions to be ranked and the relevance of definitions. One team 
member (MtM) tested the following 3 different thresholds predefined by the expert advisory 
group: on the median score of face validity, a threshold median value of 6.5 and 7, and the value 
corresponding with the 25th percentile. The expert advisory group unanimously agreed on a 
median score lower than 6.5 as the threshold for removal. The final meeting was organized to 
discuss the results of the Delphi exercise and to formulate a list of prioritized definitions for 
defining poor response one year after TKA. 

Figure 1. Flowchart of the Delphi process

Expert panel
There are no established guidelines on the optimal Delphi study panel size.17 Therefore, a 
target of 50 panelists from at least 5 different countries worldwide, was set to ensure that 
international key stakeholders were sufficiently represented. Panelists were invited based on 
their recognized knowledge of the topic, their willingness to participate, and their intention 
to commit to the process.
 
Members of the expert advisory group were encouraged to share study details with other 
experts in the field and to recruit potential panelists. Panelists were invited via e-mail to 
participate and were asked to nominate additional potential panelists (snowball-sampling).18 
To ensure clinical and research expertise, they were included in the panel when they met the 
following eligibility criteria: (1) professional background as an orthopedic knee surgeon or 
orthopedic researcher; (2) (co)authored at least two publications on the outcome of TKA and/
or performed at least 30 knee arthroplasties yearly; (3) able to communicate in English and 
use/access to internet and e-mail; (4) ability and willingness to respond to each Delphi survey 
within two weeks. 
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Delphi procedure
The panelists were emailed explaining the purpose, rationale, and the content of the study. 
To increase participation the panelists were asked to reply if they were willing to join and 
whether they intended to commit to the procedure. The procedure was performed between 
April and August 2021. It was decided a priori to include three rounds to increase convergence 
whilst minimizing participant attrition19 (Figure 1). All three surveys were hosted using 
SurveyMonkey16 and administered via e-mail. Reminders were provided via e-mail to help 
maximize response rates. All panelists who completed round 1 were subsequently emailed 
links to round 2 and 3. In each round the purpose and procedure of the current Delphi round 
were explained. Panelists remained anonymous and unknown to each other throughout the 
entire process.  

Data collection
Round 1
The initial draft list of definitions was provided to the Delphi panel (supplementary table 
1). Panelists were asked to score the face validity (the degree to which the definition is an 
adequate reflection of ‘poor response one year after TKA’) and feasibility (the degree to which 
the definition is easy to use and assess worldwide) of each definition on a scale of 0 (very low 
face validity or not feasible) to 10 (very high face validity or feasible) and to motivate each 
score. Free-text options were included at the end of the survey to allow panelists to suggest 
new definitions of poor response to TKA. Prior to round 1, the survey was pilot-tested by two 
independent researchers. This led to minor wording/structural changes for clarity. 

Round 2
Each definition from round 1 was accompanied by a table showing the n (number of panelists 
that provided a score in round 1), minimum, maximum, mean and median score for that 
definition on face validity and feasibility in round 1 (illustrated in Figure 2). A summary of the 
face validity and feasibility comments were shown below the table.

Round 2 also included suggested definitions generated from the free-text responses of round 
1. Panelists were asked to reconsider their rating of definitions from round 1 and to score the 
face validity and feasibility of the newly suggested definitions from round 1 (on a scale of 0 to 
10). In round 2, free-text options for comments were included after each definition.

Figure 2. Round 2 survey item example

Round 3
In round 3, definitions with a median score for face validity lower than 6.5 were removed 
from the list of definitions. Panelists were asked to distribute 100 points over the remaining 
definitions (n=17) to rank the definitions of poor response. No free-text options were included 
in round 3 to minimize panelists’ burden. 
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Data analysis
Qualitative analysis
The suggested definitions in round 1 and the comments motivating the scores for face validity 
and feasibility in round 1 and 2 were collected in Microsoft Excel 365. Comments for face validity 
and feasibility scores were summarized per definition and duplicate suggested definitions in 
round 1 were removed by one project team member (MtM). The list with potential definitions 
(round 1) and summarized comments (round 1 and 2) was discussed and verified with one 
additional team member (CvdE). These comments were used to adapt draft versions of the 
remaining definitions for round 3. The list with adjusted definitions was discussed with the 
expert advisory group and further modified. A final list with potential definitions, was input 
for the third Delphi round. 

Quantitative analysis 
The mean (SD) face validity and feasibility scores, the sum score of face validity plus feasibility 
(mean face validity score plus mean feasibility score), the ranking of definitions (total ranking 
points per definition) and the percentage of panelists that scored at least 1 point for a 
definition were analyzed descriptively using Microsoft Excel 365 and STATA 13.0 (StataCorp, 
College Station, TX).

Results

Panelists response
105 potential panelists were nominated and screened, of whom 100 met the eligibility criteria 
(Figure 3). A total of 100 eligible panelists were invited to participate in the Delphi exercise, 
of whom 8 did not respond to the invitation, 1 was not willing to participate and 4 were 
not invited further to avoid one country being over-represented (13 Dutch panelists). The 
remaining 87 panelists were emailed the link to round 1. A total of 69 panelists completed 
round 1 and formed the Delphi panel. Rounds 2 and 3 were completed by 63 (91%) and 51 (74%) 
panelists, respectively. Reasons for non-response of the different rounds were not available. 
Table 1 provides the panelists’ characteristics of participants that completed the first round.

Table 1. Characteristics of 69 panelists who completed Round 1 and formed the Delphi panel

Round 1
Face validity and feasibility scores of the initial 25 included definitions are shown in 
supplementary table 2. 25 Panelists proposed 29 new different definitions of which 9 were 
added to round 2 on the basis of consensus among the members of the expert advisory group 
(supplementary table 3). Panelists took on average 19 min time to complete Round 1.      
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Figure 3. Flowchart of panelists

Round 2
Table 2 (the remaining definitions of the final round) and supplementary table 2 shows the 
reconsidered scores for face validity and feasibility of the initial definitions and the face 
validity and feasibility scores for the suggested definitions from round 1. The expert group 
decided based on consensus that 17 out of a total of 34 definitions with a median score lower 
than 6.5 for face validity would be removed from the list that served as input for round 3. On the 
basis of comments of panelists and after discussion among members of the expert advisory 
group, some adjustments (e.g. ‘since before TKA’ instead of ‘since TKA’ or ‘no change’ (on a scale 
of: much worse – much better) was defined as poor responder) were made in the wording of 7 
definitions. Panelists took on average 17 min time to complete Round 2.      

Round 3
The ranking of the 17 remaining definitions in the final round is shown in Table 2. Furthermore, 
the percentage of panelists that scored at least 1 point for a definition is also displayed. 
Panelists took on average 9 min time to complete Round 3. 

Table 2. Face validity and Feasibility scores and Ranking list of definitions of poor response to TKA after 

Delphi round 3
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Top Prioritized Definitions 
A definition on (dis)satisfaction with the outcome of TKA obtained the highest scores for face 
validity and feasibility (7.5, and 8.5 respectively), and a definition reflecting change since pre-
operative status from the perception of patients (i.e., their opinion on change in pain, daily 
knee functioning) was highest prioritized (544 points). Furthermore, the sum score of face 
validity plus feasibility was also shown in table 2. Definitions with >300 total ranking points all 
had a high sum score (i.e., mean face validity score plus mean feasibility score). Conversely, it 
was not applicable as some definitions with high sum scores had a low ranking (i.e. definition 
on ranking position 17).   

Discussion

This study is the first to identify and rank potential definitions that may identify poor outcome 
one year after TKA. The top 6 definitions merits further analysis, as these definitions were 
both ranked highest and had high sum scores for face validity plus feasibility. Three are 
transition questions (reflecting change compared to pre-operative status from the perception 
of patients) and three are single item questions on patient’s global appraisal of the outcome. 
All six definitions are patient-centered, and not clinician-centered. Furthermore, panelists did 
not favor definitions that rely on existing patient-reported outcome measure (PROM) scores 
as these definitions received lower scores for feasibility.

The definition on patient (dis)satisfaction with the outcome of TKA scored highest for face 
validity and feasibility. The highest score for face validity suggests that poor response after 
TKA is best reflected in this overarching concept. However, knee OA with pain and functional 
limitations, corroborated by radiographic findings are the indicators for TKA surgery.20,21 

Interestingly, the highest face validity scores for definitions quantifying (changes in) pain and 
daily functioning were expected. Our results suggest that the concept patient dissatisfaction 
may capture more than only pain and daily functioning and better reflects “poor response” 
according to the panelists. Previous studies have demonstrated that persistent pain and 
functional limitations are the leading reasons for dissatisfaction after TKA, but also that 
a subset of patients view satisfaction as an evaluation of the process by which care is 
delivered.5,6,22 Patient (dis)satisfaction with the process of care delivery may need to be 
distinguished from (dis)satisfaction with the outcome, as one may not relate directly to the 
other.23 There is a widely reported variation in dissatisfaction rates5, and this variation may in 
part be explained due to the format of the question24,25, (e.g. yes/no format, and dichotomized 
Likert scales or Numeric Rating Scales with variable cut-offs).5,7 Moreover, in general, single 
item questions7 are being used because validated patient (dis)satisfaction questions with 
standardized response options are scarce.24 Clement et al. previously demonstrated that the 
wording of the satisfaction question significantly influences the rate of patient satisfaction 
one year after TKA.24 However, despite highest face validity and feasibility, patient (dis)
satisfaction was ranked second after a transition question on perceived change in pain and 
daily knee functioning. The complexity of interpreting patient (dis)satisfaction possibly may 
explain why panelists preferred a transition question on perceived change in pain and daily 
knee functioning above a single item question on (dis)satisfaction.   

The prioritized list also contains a number of definitions that include a predefined minimal 
clinical important difference (MCID), which is a metric that represents the minimum 
difference in the scoring measure that the patient perceives as beneficial or harmful after 
treatment compared with those who perceived no change.26 However, definitions containing 
a MCID received a lower ranking than definitions based on a transition questions. A possible 
explanation for this is that the change in PROM scores depends on the patient initial baseline 
status27, and thus requires preoperative as well as postoperative assessment of PROMs. On the 
other hand, definitions based on transition questions (including questions on (dis)satisfaction) 
are subject to recall bias, because patients might not remember their preoperative conditions 
adequately one year after the procedure.

Prioritized definitions in this study mainly describe change from the patient perspective 
on underlying domains such as pain, physical functioning, and satisfaction (Table 2). It is 
noteworthy that the list of ranked definitions do not contain clearly defined, more objective 
elements as for example knee flexion <90⁰, flexion contracture >10⁰ or revision surgery within 
one year after the initial procedure, despite the inclusion of such objective measures in the 
initial list of definitions. This finding implies that researchers and clinicians place greater 
emphasis on subjective measures from the patient perspective rather than relying solely on 
objective measures or the clinical judgment of clinicians. 

Perhaps unsurprisingly, the definition on satisfaction with the outcome of TKA received the 
highest feasibility score. Cost-free availability and brevity makes this definition feasible to 
measure poor response to TKA. However, it is important to acknowledge that this definition 
serves as a crude indicator, offering abstract information. While this may be adequate for 
clinical practice as starting question to elicit problems, it may not provide sufficient detail for 
research purposes and quality improvement.

Another conclusion that can be drawn from the prioritized list is that the top 6 definitions 
do not include validated PROMs. Moreover, definitions that do rely on PROMs received 
lower scores for feasibility. Feasibility considerations motivated by panelists and members 
of the expert advisory group indicate that an international definition should not depend on 
previously validated questionnaires as these are not available in all languages and are not easy 
to assess worldwide and in clinical practice. Furthermore, the volume of questions in PROMs 
can easily become burdensome. A possible explanation is that validated PROMs are not (yet) 
feasible for clinical practice or bench marking but more suitable for research purposes. 

Strengths & limitations
The strength of a web-based survey is that it ensured anonymity between panelists, which 
minimizes social pressures and avoids group decisions being dominated by specific experts.13 
Remote data collection facilitated inclusion of a broad range of international key experts in 
the orthopedic field, with at least 23 different countries being represented. 

The main limitation of the present study might be a suboptimal representation of the expert 
advisory group and Delphi panel, as it did not involve TKA patients or other stakeholders (e.g. 
allied health practitioners). We deliberately chose not to include patient representatives in this 
study considering the need for strong English language skills due to the international nature 
of the study, as well as the complexity associated with the Delphi exercise itself. However, we 
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processed patient input from the previous interview study and decided to perform a separate 
study on the prioritization of adverse consequences of TKA among patients.  

Another limitation concerns the threshold for the inclusion of definitions in round 3 which was 
not pre-defined but determined by consensus within the expert advisory group for pragmatic 
reasons based on the results of round 2. Additionally, several panelists indicated that they were 
not familiar with certain PROMs or metrics (e.g., MCID, PASS: Patient Acceptable Symptom 
State) used in the definitions, which could have affected the assessment and ranking of 
definitions. After round 2 some newly suggested definitions have been reformulated as several 
panelist commented that some definitions were not completely clear, which could also have 
affected the assessment of face validity and feasibility by panelists. Reasons for non-response 
of the different rounds were not provided.

Despite our comprehensive efforts to recruit panelists from around the world, there was 
under-representation of several continents. Most of the panelists worked in a European 
country, North America or Australia, which may limit generalizability of the findings. The main 
contributing factor to this is that the Delphi panel was set up by the members of the expert 
advisory group working on these continents. 

Conclusions

This study with representation from 23 countries across the globe is the first to attempt to 
define poor response to TKA. It is essential to be able to identify these patients, for future quality 
improvement efforts. We identified seventeen potential definitions, of which six definitions 
we believe justify further study and potential implementation in quality assessment studies. 
All six definitions are patient-centered. Three are transition questions (reflecting change 
compared to pre-operative status from the perception of patients) and three are single 
item questions on patient satisfaction with the outcome. Remarkably, none are based on 
assessment of knee function by the clinician and none are complication, surgery- or revision-
related. These six definitions for measuring poor response to TKA merit further analysis.
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Supplementary material

Supplementary table 1. Initial draft list of definitions (Round 1)
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Supplementary table 3. Round 2 new definitions. New definitions generated from panelists’ Round 1 

free-text responses and included in the Round 2 survey
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Abstract

Background 
Total knee arthroplasty (TKA) can have a number of adverse consequences for patients that 
might contribute to a poor outcome. This study aimed to prioritize these consequences, from 
the perspective of patients and knee specialists. 

Methods 
There were 95 TKA patients and 63 knee specialists who prioritized a set of 29 adverse 
consequences, based on a previous qualitative study, using a Maximum Difference Scaling 
method. A hierarchical Bayesian analysis was used to calculate relative importance scores. 
Differences and agreements between patients versus knee specialists and satisfied versus 
dissatisfied patients were analyzed using Mann-Whitney-U tests and Kendall’s coefficients of 
concordance.

Results 
There were four out of five items in the top-5 of both patients and knee specialists that were 
similar, however, the ranking was different. The highest-ranked consequence for patients was: 
“Inability to do normal activities such as walking, cycling, swimming and heavy household 
chores”, while knee specialists ranked: “No improvement in pain during the day” as the highest. 
“No improvement in walking” was in the patients’ top-5, but was not ranked in the top-5 of 
knee specialists. For satisfied and dissatisfied patients, the top-5 of consequences was similar.

Conclusion 
Comparable perspectives were found for patients versus knee specialists and satisfied versus 
dissatisfied patients on the importance of adverse consequences after TKA. However, when 
looking in more detail, differences in ranking of specific subitems suggest that patients place 
slightly more importance on the inability to perform valued activities, while knee specialists 
prioritize lack of pain relief to a higher degree.

Keywords 
Total knee arthroplasty, adverse consequences, patient perspective, outcome, specialist 
perspective

Introduction

Total knee arthroplasty (TKA) has been widely-established as a successful procedure for 
advanced symptomatic osteoarthritis (OA). Despite overall clinical improvement1, 10 to 20% 
of patients report that they are dissatisfied due to insufficient pain relief and limitations in 
physical functioning.2-4 To improve these dissatisfaction rates, a clear and valid definition of 
what poor outcomes after TKA entails is needed. Currently, various dichotomous definitions 
comprising one or more outcome dimensions are used to quantify the proportion of patients 
who have a poor outcome after TKA.5 This large variety of definitions impedes the comparisons 
of poor response to TKA over time and across hospitals and countries. While mostly only one 
outcome dimension is used as primary endpoint, it is recognized that it is necessary to use a 
combination of outcome domains to accurately capture failure (ie, poor response) after TKA.6

Little research has been done on outcome domains that should be included in a definition of 
poor response. One study focusing on defining total joint arthroplasty (TJA) failure from the 
patient’s perspective used nominal group technique and prioritized refractory pain after TJA 
as more important than surgical failure (ie, complications, revisions).7 However, nominated 
group responses/themes about TJA failure were ranked. The latter study did not provide 
insight in differences between the ranking of patients and knee specialists about adverse 
consequences of TKA for patients. A recent qualitative study identified adverse consequences 
after TKA as perceived by patients and knee specialists.8 This study showed that knee specialists 
put emphasis on surgical failure, unexplained pain, and impairments that limit patients’ 
physical functioning, while patients were focused on the process of adapting to the knee, 
awareness of the artificial knee, and limitations they experience during valued daily activities. 
Therefore, there are probably differences in what patients and knee specialists consider the 
most important contributors to poor outcome after TKA. However, adverse consequences of 
TKA for patients were not previously ranked by knee specialists and compared to the ranking 
of patients. 

It is essential to evaluate whether the consequences of TKA for patients are ranked differently 
by knee specialists in order to determine if they are aware of the most and least important 
contributors to poor outcome after TKA according to the patients’ perspective. Therefore, the 
objective of this study was to prioritize postoperative consequences of TKA for patients that 
contribute to a poor response, according to the perspective of patients and knee specialists. 

Methods

Study Design 
In this study, a Best-Worst scaling (BWS) questionnaire was used to determine the relative 
importance of adverse postoperative consequences for TKA patients from a previous 
qualitative study.8 Best-worst scaling presents respondents with a series of item subsets 
from a master set.9 Respondents were asked to indicate for each subset their most and least 
important item, and complete a number of these subsets where each subset contained a 
different random selection of items. From these selections, a respondent’s item ranking 
was constructed.9 The TKA patients and knee specialists were asked to prioritize numerous 
consequences after TKA that contribute to poor response. The study (protocol file number 
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2022-15740) was presented to the Medical Ethical Committee of the region Arnhem-Nijmegen. 
An exemption was obtained, as ethical approval for this type of study was not required under 
Dutch law. This study complied with the declaration of Helsinki and all respondents provided 
digital informed consent.

Participants
No guidance is provided in the literature regarding the minimal sample size for a desired 
statistical power for BWS methods.10 Sample sizes of previous studies evaluated in a review 
ranged between 15 and 9,289 participants.11 For this study, we aimed to include 100 patients 
and 50 knee specialists to be able to calculate reliable ranking scores and perform subgroup 
analyses, while keeping recruitment feasible.

Recruitment of patients
Patients were recruited from the orthopaedic department of Sint Maartenskliniek, Nijmegen, 
the largest specialized orthopaedic hospital in the Netherlands. Patients who received a TKA 
1 to 3 years prior for OA were selected from the electronic patient files, screened for eligibility, 
and approached for the study with an information letter by e-mail. One reminder was sent 
in case patients did not respond. An a priori decision was made to limit follow-up from 1 to 3 
years, because pain and physical functioning outcome from 1 to 3 years following TKA have 
been shown to be reasonably stable.12-14 Furthermore, patients had to be ≥ 18 years, able to 
communicate well in Dutch, possess basic computer skills and an email address, be consented 
to be contacted by e-mail, and be willing to participate in the study, as well as sign an (digital) 
informed consent.

Out of 188 patients that were approached, 133 patients provided informed consent and started 
the online questionnaire, of whom 102 completed the BWS exercise (Figure 1). There were 95 
patients included in the analyses because 7 patients gave inconsistent answers based on a 
Root Likelihood (RLH) <0.269 and were excluded. Characteristics of 95 patients (response rate 
51%) are shown in Table 1.

Figure 1. Flowcharts of patients and knee specialists

Table 1. Demographic characteristics of patients and knee specialists
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Recruitment of knee specialists
The following health care professionals (HCPs) with expertise on knee arthroplasty surgery and 
its rehabilitation were recruited: orthopaedic surgeons specialized in TKA surgery, physician 
assistants (PA) and nurse practitioners (NP) specialized in orthopaedics, and physiotherapists 
specialized in TKA rehabilitation. All knee specialists were invited by e-mail; orthopaedic 
surgeons were invited through the Dutch Knee Society (DKS), PAs and NPs through the 
working group PA-NP from the Dutch Orthopaedic Association, and physiotherapists through 
a national OA network for health professionals. 

A total of 109 knee specialists provided informed consent and started the questionnaire, of 
whom 63 finished the BWS exercise. It was not possible to calculate the response rate for 
knee specialists as they were invited through societies or a national network, therefore it is 
unknown how many knee specialists actually were approached. 

Designing the survey
We developed an online survey consisting of 2 parts. The first part assessed basic demographic 
characteristics of all respondents: age and sex. Patients were asked additional questions on 
the knee prosthesis: reason for TKA according to the patients, side, time since TKA surgery, and 
whether they were satisfied with their TKA. In the survey for knee specialists, we assessed the 
occupation, the working environment and working experience in TKA surgery and/or care. In 
the second part of the survey, patients and knee specialists prioritized consequences after 
TKA according to relative importance (RI) by means of a BWS exercise. Consequences after 
TKA according to both patients and HCPs from a previous qualitative study by Molder et al 
were used to construct an initial list of 30 items (consequences). An orthopaedic surgeon, 

two orthopaedic researchers, a physiotherapist/researcher, a researcher with knowledge 
in performing BWS studies, and three patient research partners contributed to discuss the 
wording of the items and refined the initial list to a final list of 29 items that served as input 
for the BWS exercise. The survey was then pilot-tested in one post-operative patient and 
one orthopaedic surgeon and evaluated with a researcher (M.t.M.). During the evaluation, 
the following topics were discussed: clarity of information; response time to complete the 
survey, and understanding of the list of items. Findings from the evaluations were used to 
further optimize the survey and item list. Sawtooth Software’s Lighthouse Studio (version 
9.14.2, Provo, UT) was used to develop the online questionnaire with the BWS exercise. The 
BWS exercise consisted of 20 unique choice tasks in which five items were shown to ensure 
that every respondent would rank every item at least 3 times.9 An example of a BWS question 
is shown in Figure 2. The software created the optimal design of subsets based on 1,000 
iterations. A total of 300 versions were created to ensure a variety of combinations of items 
and a random order among respondents, to avoid higher importance being given to the first 
mentioned items. 

Analyses
Descriptive analyses were used for demographic characteristics of respondents. The choices 
made by respondents in the BWS exercise were analyzed using hierarchical Bayesian (HB) 
estimations to estimate the relative importance (RI) scores. The hierarchical Bayesian 
estimations allowed us to estimate the individual level of importance by combining 
information from individuals’ specific choices with the distribution of importance across 
respondents, computing individual-level weights under the logit rule. Raw scores were 
generated by iterations on an interval scale. To facilitate interpretation, the scores were 
rescaled to a standardized 0 to 100 ratio scale; the higher the score, the heavier the item 
weighs. All RIs sum to 100 for each individual. Thus, the RIs represent the relative importance 
of an item in relation to all other items. Participants that gave inconsistent answers on 
the BWS questionnaire (Root Likelihood (RLH) below the recommended cut-off of 0.26915) 
were excluded from the analyses. Incomplete surveys were not analyzed, and HB analyses 
were performed for patients and knee specialists separately. The three undecisive patients 
regarding (dis)satisfaction with their TKA were included in the dissatisfied patient group for 
the analyses.  

Mann-Whitney-U tests were used to analyze differences in RIs between patients and knee 
specialists. Possible associations in the ranking of RIs between patients versus knee specialists 
and between satisfied patients versus dissatisfied patients were explored by using Kendall’s 
coefficient of concordance (Kendall’s W). Analyses were performed with Stata 17 software and 
SPSS statistics version 26.0.0 (IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY).

Display of data
Items with the largest differences in scores between patients versus knee specialists and 
satisfied versus dissatisfied patients were displayed in a table.
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Figure 2. Example of a BWS question

Results

Most important adverse consequences in TKA patients
Figure 3 shows the top-5 highest ranked consequences by patients and shows the ranking of 
these consequences by knee specialists. The overall prioritizing of all 29 consequences after 
TKA by patients and knee specialists are shown in Figure 4 and Supplementary Table 1. The 
highest ranked item for patients was “Inability to do normal activities such as walking, cycling, 
swimming, heavy household chores,” while “No improvement in pain during the day” was 
highest ranked by knee specialists. This latter item was not ranked in the top-5 of patients, 
whereas “No improvement in walking” was in the patients’ top-5 but was not ranked in the 
top-5 of knee specialists. In total, four out of five items in the top-5 of both patients and knee 
specialists were similar; however, the ranking was different.

Figure 3. Relative importance scores of patients (dark-shaded bars) and knee specialists (light-shaded 

bars) of the top 5 most important postoperative consequences for patients after TKA as prioritized by 

patients. The numbers on the bars indicate the ranking. * = significant differences between groups (P < 

.05).

Agreement in ranking of RIs 
A high level of agreement was found for the ranking of RIs between patients versus knee 
specialists (KW 0.91, P value .005) and satisfied patients and dissatisfied patients (KW 0.92, P 
value .004) according to Kendall’s W analyses.

Differences in RIs
The top-5 items with the largest differences in RIs between patients and knee specialists are 
shown in Table 2. The item that was ranked higher by patients than by knee specialists was 
“Unable to walk outdoors with aids” and the item that was ranked higher by knee specialists 
than by patients was “No improvement in pain during the day.” “No improvement in pain 
with weight bearing/during activities” was more important in dissatisfied patients compared 
to satisfied patients. Further exploration of differences between satisfied and dissatisfied 
patients are shown in Table 3.
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Figure 4. RIs of items of the BWS exercise in patients and knee specialists ranked by importance scored 

by patients   

Discussion

To our knowledge, this is the first study asking both TKA patients and knee specialists to rank 
adverse consequences for patients after TKA that contribute to poor response. The most 
important finding was that the perspectives of patients and knee specialists on the importance 
of consequences for patients are comparable. Consequences that were highly prioritized by 
patients were directed towards limitations they experience during walking and performing 
valued daily activities. Knee specialists were well aware of consequences that contribute to 
poor response to TKA for patients, but ranked pain-related items higher than patients did.

Table 2. Top 5 items with the largest differences in score between patients and knee specialistsa

Table 3. Top 5 items with the largest differences in score between satisfied and dissatisfied patientsa

This study showed comparable results to previous studies that focused on asking patients 
what results matter the most to patients undergoing a knee or hip arthroplasty.16,17 Relief of 
pain, recovery of function, and improved quality of life are the 3 outcomes ranked highest by 
Goodman et al.16 Whitebird et al. identified the ability to walk without pain/discomfort, pain 
relief, and returning to an active lifestyle as important outcomes.17 While pain relief itself 
was the general focus in both studies, many patients discussed pain in relation to specific 
activities like mobility and walking. This is also reflected in our results as the top-5 ranked 
items in patients were all related to limitations during walking and daily activities. This 
finding suggests that patients are willing to accept some degree of pain after TKA as long as 
they are able to walk and to perform (valued) activities of daily living. One previous qualitative 
study7 was concordant with our results, where patients also valued pain and limitations in 
physical functioning as more important than a reoperation on the same knee. These patient 
perspectives on relevant outcomes after TKA provides important insights that should be taken 
into account when developing a definition for measuring poor response to TKA. 

 

 Differences in 
RI 

ranking 
6 2.1 
3 1.9 

11 1.6 
2 1.4 

23 1.4 
9 1.4 
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Novel findings from our study comprise the ranking of consequences in TKA patients from 
the perspective of knee specialists. Overall, the ranking of knee specialists and patients was 
comparable and therefore we can conclude that knee specialists know which consequences 
for patients are the most and least important contributors to poor outcome after TKA. Notably, 
all pain-related items were ranked higher by knee specialists than patients, except for the 
item “No improvement in pain with weight bearing/during activities.” This might be explained 
by the fact that pain is a major indication to perform TKA.18,19

Remarkably, satisfied and dissatisfied patients agree on the overall ranking of adverse 
consequences after TKA. However, the items “help from other people with daily activities” and 
“reoperation on the same knee” were ranked higher in satisfied patients than in dissatisfied 
patients. This difference may be explained by the fact that satisfied patients rate a hypothetical 
situation and dissatisfied patients give a high ranking to consequences that they are currently 
experiencing. 

These findings have several important clinical and research implications. The results of this 
study could be used during consultation; HCPs should address expectations and concerns 
related to walking ability and the ability to perform valued activities after TKA. Furthermore, 
the most important items could be incorporated in a tool for patients to elicit their personal 
preferences and prepare for a preoperative consult in which a TKA procedure is discussed. 
Moreover, it is desirable to measure these most important items in patients in order to 
preoperatively inform patients about the expected results. For research purposes, we can 
conclude that return to normal activities/daily work, daily knee functioning (limited by pain), 
quality of life, and walking ability are important outcome domains according to the patient 
perspective and should be included in a definition for measuring poor response after TKA.

The main strength of our study is that it focuses on the ranking of consequences for TKA 
patients contributing to poor response according to both patients and knee specialists. We 
included a wide range of HCPs, that were not included in previous studies. The items were 
taken from a previous qualitative study among both patients and HCPs. Co-working with 
patient research partners to develop the study documents was invaluable to ensure that 
the language and approaches used were accessible to patient participants. A potential 
limitation of a BWS exercise is that participants can only rate the items presented to them. 
There might be other important items that were not mentioned in the interview study due to 
social desirability. Also, considering the patient participant response rate of 51% there might 
be some selection bias. Patients were asked to complete a quite complicated task which may 
have prevented low literate people to participate in this study. We invited patients from a 
single hospital and we have no characteristics of the non-responders, therefore responders 
and non-responders could not be compared. The proportion satisfied and dissatisfied 
patients in this study corresponds to what is reported in the literature.2-4 Although no clear 
guidelines for a minimal sample size for a BWS exercise are given, in our view our sample size 
did not allow comparisons between subgroups of HCPs. The diversity of HCPs assures a good 
representation of HCPs that are involved in TKA care in the Netherlands. However, because of 
differences in health care systems, generalizability to other countries should be taken with 
caution. Replication of this BWS exercise in other countries would therefore be of interest. 

Conclusions

Comparable perspectives were found for patients versus knee specialists and satisfied 
patients versus dissatisfied patients on the importance of consequences after TKA that 
contribute to a poor response. Return to normal activities/daily work, daily knee functioning 
(limited by pain), quality of life and walking ability are important outcome domains according 
to the patient perspective that should be included in a definition for defining poor response 
after TKA. Furthermore, knee specialists should address expectations and concerns related to 
the inability to perform valued activities after TKA during consultation.  
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Introduction

To date, there is no consensus how to define poor response to total knee arthroplasty (TKA). 
Differences in perspectives on poor outcome after TKA by patients and knee specialists might 
be explained by this lack of a uniform vocabulary. Therefore, in this thesis both patients’ and 
knee specialists’ perspectives on poor response to TKA were qualitatively and quantitatively 
studied in various studies.

In this section, I elaborate on the main findings of this thesis and discuss methodological and 
other issues that emerged during the process of doing my research. I will end with implications 
for clinical practice, suggestions for future research directions and several conclusions.

Concept of poor response after total knee arthroplasty
The concept of poor response after TKA is best reflected by patient-reported ‘treatment 
failure’.1,2 Treatment failure is a novel anchor-based method in responder analysis to define 
those patients who find their treatment has failed.3,4 Responder analysis is a concept where 
each participant in a study is classified as either a ‘responder’ or a ‘non-responder’ to the 
treatment.5 The findings of this thesis demonstrate that patient (dis)satisfaction is currently 
used as the most common measure of treatment failure both in clinical practice and in the 
literature. This is not remarkable, given that (dis)satisfaction as an outcome domain is 
incorporated in both the International Consortium for Health Outcomes Measurement 
(ICHOM) core outcome domain set for hip and knee osteoarthritis as well as the Outcome 
Measures in Rheumatology-Osteoarthritis Research Society International (OMERACT-OARSI) 
core domain set for clinical trials of total joint replacement (TJR).6,7 However, what is actually 
measured with ‘patient (dis)satisfaction’ and how is this related to other outcome domains 
such as pain, functioning, and quality of life? According to ICHOM, measures such as 
satisfaction, fulfillment of expectations, and willingness to repeat or to recommend treatment 
to others were not seen as true patient-reported outcome measures (PROMs).6 ICHOM states 
that these measures are associated with changes in PROM scores and may reflect more how 
well a provider manages to set realistic expectations on outcomes.6 The OMERACT-OARSI 
working group has not even described what is measured with the satisfaction outcome 
domain. This thesis has shown that a definition on (dis)satisfaction with the outcome of TKA 
for measuring poor outcome after TKA received the highest scores for feasibility (Chapter 6). 
The understanding of (dis)satisfaction after TKA is limited by 2 factors: (first) a lack of a clear 
definition of patient (dis)satisfaction, and (second) limitations in the way we measure (dis)
satisfaction. The wide range of reported dissatisfaction rates can be attributed to the diversity 
in answering options, wording, and timeframe used across studies. It is important to 
acknowledge that this variability in measurement methods contributes to the challenges in 
accurately assessing and comparing dissatisfaction rates, and thus treatment failure, among 
different studies. If we continue to define treatment failure as patient dissatisfaction it is 
important to reach consensus on what and how (dis)satisfaction after TKA should be measured.

Patient involvement in research
In order to tailor a definition of poor response to TKA to the perspective of patients and knee 
specialists, patients were actively involved in the various studies described in this thesis. 
Patients participated as study participants and respondents in the interview study and best-
worst scaling exercise (Chapter 4 and 7). In addition, three patients contributed to this thesis 
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as advisors and research partners. Co-working with the patient research partners for 
contemplation on results, and to develop study documents (e.g. various interview guides and 
best-worst scaling item list) was invaluable to ensure that the language and approaches used 
were accessible to patient participants. There is a growing trend in healthcare research to 
focus more on outcomes that matter to patients, and more widely on patient-centered 
research.8,9 The involvement of patients not just as subjects of research but as partners in the 
design, assessment, and implementation of health research is recommended, and this is 
sometimes mandatory for grant approval.10,11 The term ‘patient research partner’ (PRP) is used 
when referring to higher levels of engagement.12 A PRP is someone living with the relevant 
disease or condition who participates as an active member on an equal basis with professional 
researchers, adding the benefit of his/her experiential knowledge to the research project.12 
Not all study designs in this thesis were feasible for patient involvement. For example, we 
deliberately chose not to include patient representatives in the international Delphi study 
(Chapter 6) considering the need for English language skills, as well as the complexity 
associated with understanding the definitions, underlying questionnaires and various 
approaches for the interpretation of PROMs. Instead, patient input from the interview study 
was incorporated into the Delphi study as new definitions were formulated based on the 
views of patients. In addition, a separate study on the prioritization of adverse consequences 
after TKA among patients was performed. For such complex study designs, it is questionable 
whether the PRPs eligible for involvement represent the patient group, as only patients 
trained in research, methodology and language are considered eligible for involvement. 
According to de Wit, involving PRPs regardless of their background and experience is always 
better than not involving patients at all.12,14 Following this reasoning, we should have asked the 
PRPs if they would like to be involved as PRP in the Delphi study instead of deciding ourselves 
not to involve them.

A hypothetical situation 
A recurring challenge in this thesis is to survey preoperative patients, satisfied patients and 
knee specialists about the hypothetical situation of poor outcome after TKA. As this thesis was 
based on cross-sectional data, it concerns situations that do not apply to these respondents or 
situations that could happen in the future. Hypothetical questions are based on supposition, 
not on real situations. They are typically used to elicit opinions and beliefs about imagined 
situations or conditions that do not exist. Practices involving talking in hypothetical terms 
and posing hypothetical questions have been documented across several settings such as 
cardiology14, oncology15 and psychiatry.16 Evidence indicates that these questions are highly 
effective in encouraging patients to engage with difficult issues.17 Whereas we used this way 
of questioning to generate information that we would otherwise have missed or that we 
would be unaware of. For example, information about preoperative expectations regarding 
poor outcome after TKA. It is important to mention that we also had to deal with the 
shortcomings of this type of questions. For instance, there were patients and knee specialists 
who asked for clarification during the interviews or mentioned that they found it difficult to 
complete the best-worst scaling study as they experienced difficulties with imagining certain 
situations. It is unclear whether the hypothetical situations influenced the results. Patients 
may have trivialized or exacerbated the situation, which could have led to an over- or 
underestimation of the results. To resolve this knowledge gap, a longitudinal, qualitative 
study is recommended to examine whether expectations and the perspective on poor outcome 
after TKA change over time and what influences the change or stability. 

Design of the thesis
The work described in this thesis started with a structured planned workflow to gain an in-
depth understanding of the concept of poor response to TKA (Figure 1). Most chapters are 
closely related and follow each other in sequence. Chapter 2 diverges, because the 
questionnaire central in this chapter, akin to numerous other patient-reported outcome 
measures (PROMs), primarily focuses on assessing patient improvement following TKA. The 
focus of the other chapters was on patients who experienced unfavorable outcomes following 
TKA, i.e. patients who experienced no or too little improvement after TKA. This choice was 
driven by the understanding that targeting patients with poor outcome offers the greatest 
potential for substantial improvements. The search for an in-depth understanding of the 
concept of poor response to TKA started with a literature review on the variety of dichotomous 
definitions used in the literature to describe poor outcome to TKA. Parallel to the literature 
review an interview study among patients and knee specialists across Belgium and the 
Netherlands was scheduled to identify relevant concepts to be incorporated in a definition of 
poor response to TKA. As part of this thesis, it was decided to form an international expert 
advisory group to use their expertise throughout the various stages of this research project. 
One of the responsibilities of this expert group was to develop new definitions based on the 
results of the interview study. The definitions identified in the literature review and proposed 
by the expert group continued as input for the performance study, which was aimed to 
examine the performance of a set of ‘poor response to TKA’ -definitions in two existing 
databases. The results of these studies would be transferred to the Delphi study, aimed to 
assess the face validity and feasibility of definitions, next to ranking the definition of poor 
response to TKA amongst a panel of international knee experts. It was decided in advance not 
to include patients in the Delphi study and therefore a best-worst scaling study among 
patients and the Delphi panel was added to the research project with the aim to prioritize a 
maximum of 20 definitions.

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the workflow of this thesis, repeated from the introduction
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Unforeseen modifications
The execution of the various studies largely followed the structured workflow (Figure 1), but 
there were some minor deviations. The COVID-19 pandemic and lock down had a significant 
influence. Firstly, patients in Belgium could no longer be interviewed face-to-face and we had 
to switch to individual online meetings with these patients. This caused a delay and may have 
caused missed signs of nonverbal communication. Secondly, the first expert meeting with the 
international expert group was initially planned as a face-to-face consensus meeting during 
the 3rd World Arthroplasty Conference (WAC), however, it had been converted to an online 
meeting as well. We utilized video conferencing instead as a second best option.
 
Consequently, preliminary results of the interview study were discussed with the experts, 
which may have prevented other new definitions from emerging. For instance, results of the 
interview study showed that the arduous recovery process was important for patients, but 
this theme was not included in the preliminary results. Nevertheless, the influence of the use 
of preliminary results in the follow-up studies seems limited since definitions about the 
recovery process did not appear in the literature review and knee experts themselves did not 
propose them in the Delphi study. In addition, the recovery process will probably play a role for 
patients in a definition on (dis)satisfaction. Another limitation of the performance study was 
that, other than anticipated, a smaller selection of definitions could be tested and compared 
due to the limited number of PROMs available in both datasets. For example, different anchors 
for the assessment of discriminative accuracy had to be used because no comparable generic 
PROMs were available in both sets. Furthermore, the Dutch Arthroplasty register (LROI) had 
preoperative and 12-months postoperative data available, while the data in the Osteoarthritis 
Initiative (OAI) dataset was time varying. We therefore set minimum and maximum time 
windows for pre- and postoperative data assessment, but these windows differ (in a range) 
per patient and are also different with the data structure of the LROI. Prospective, longitudinal 
research is needed to make better comparisons of definitions of poor response to TKA within 
data sets.

Qualitative and quantitative methods
Qualitative research explores and provides deeper insights into real-world problems.18 Instead 
of dealing with numerical data and statistics, qualitative research helps to generate 
hypotheses, and complements quantitative research in healthcare research.19,20 According to 
Green and Thorogood, the aim of qualitative research is to describe and understand social 
phenomena in terms of the meanings people give to them.21 It answers the “hows and whys” 
instead of “how many or how much”. Although qualitative research is increasingly recognized 
and valued in the field of health sciences, its status remains controversial.22,23 Researchers 
unfamiliar with its methodologies sometimes perceive qualitative research as inferior to 
quantitative research, criticizing it for issues of scientific rigor, trustworthiness and 
generalizability of study results.22,24 The qualitative research in this thesis was reported 
according to the Standards for Reporting of Qualitative Research (SRQR) checklist to ensure 
complete and transparent reporting.25 

This thesis choose for such a qualitative design, followed by a quantitative design to identify 
adverse consequences of TKA as perceived by patients and knee specialists. A strength of this 
thesis is that the perspectives of patients’ and knee specialists’ on poor outcome to TKA were 
explored through a combination of qualitative and quantitative studies. An important and 

unexpected finding of our qualitative study was the impact of the arduous recovery process 
on patients; patients were eager to share their experiences. Our research does not allow 
inferences about the impact of these experiences on how patients value the ultimate results 
of their TKA. To future explore this new topic, quantitative research is needed. 

Quantitative research methods were subsequently used to further prioritize and verify the 
qualitative findings by analysis of large databases and a best-worst scaling (BWS) exercise. A 
BWS exercise with hierarchical Bayesian analysis was used to determine the relative 
importance of adverse consequences of TKA as perceived by patients in the qualitative study 
(Chapter 7). BWS allowed us to prioritize the qualitative data from a patients’ perspective and 
resulted in valuable information from the perspective of patients themselves and from knee 
specialists. The preparation of the item list for the BWS study was challenging. The procedure 
of extracting a representative and clear set of items from the large number of statements that 
were obtained in 40 interviews with patients and knee specialists was not previously described 
in the literature. Therefore, multiple researchers were involved in the selection and 
formulation of the items. Also, three PRPs were involved in this study and contributed in 
discussing the wording of the items, refined the initial list to a final list of items and checked 
the final list for its completeness and comprehensiveness. Despite the input of the PRPs, it was 
noticed that patients and knee specialists found it difficult to prioritize the items in the BWS 
study. As mentioned before, this may be explained by the fact that satisfied patients and knee 
specialists had to rate a hypothetical situation. 

Implications
The aim of this thesis was to identify a definition for the assessment of poor response after 
TKA. Although no ultimate quantitative definition for measuring poor response to TKA was 
identified, this thesis did contribute to an in-depth understanding of the outcome domains 
and interpretations (e.g. type of threshold, moment of follow-up, and perspectives) that 
should be incorporated in a definition to identify patients as poor responders after TKA. Having 
completed all the studies described in this thesis, the need for a good definition has been 
reaffirmed and is still there. This is reflected by the findings of this thesis, as well as by the 
great interest and willingness to participate among patients and knee specialists throughout 
the research process. The high number of definitions identified in the review of the literature 
(Chapter 3) indicates international efforts to assess the proportion of patients with poor 
outcome. To date, however, it has proven ineffective because many different approaches are 
used, making it impossible to properly compare the number of poor responders across 
hospitals, and between countries. (Inter)national consensus on a definition is a prerequisite to 
allow benchmarking across (inter)national institutions. To achieve this more research is 
needed. As previously discussed the performance of the six prioritized definitions (Chapter 5) 
should be compared in a large prospective multicenter cohort study. Patient (dis)satisfaction 
after TKA assessed in a standardized way could be used as the anchor for this study. Then, to 
create support, the results should be discussed in an international forum, for instance the 
OMERACT.
  
Moreover, the identified definitions can have direct clinical implications: as our results could 
guide single hospitals to choose and implement a definition of poor response to TKA in routine 
clinical practice for quality improvement and transparency. With that information variations 
in care over time and among health care providers within hospitals can be determined and 
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discussed. Learning from colleagues, through evaluation of the process of care and working 
together could potentially provide clearer insights for improvement than monitoring based 
on PROMs alone. For instance, the interview study (Chapter 4) showed that the arduous 
recovery process was important to patients and that is something difficult to monitor with 
PROMs and better to discuss with colleagues.
     
The definitions of poor response after TKA identified in this thesis can also be used to examine 
the predictive value of preoperative, modifiable factors in research and clinical practice to 
identify patients who are at risk of poor outcome after TKA. The most common 
sociodemographic, preoperative and postoperative factors for dissatisfaction have already 
been identified in a previous literature review.26 For instance, psychological factors such as 
depression, anxiety, and pain catastrophizing were identified as common preoperative factors 
for dissatisfaction. Although it is the question whether the same factors will influence poor 
outcome after TKA, it is advisable to investigate the effect of modifying these factors. For 
example, this can be done by training psychological flexibility or treating pain reduction 
preoperatively to increase preoperative patient optimization.26 Our results suggest that also 
factors related to hospitalization and the recovery process should be examined for their 
predictive value of poor response. In line with this, it is conceivable that interventions to better 
guide patients pre- and posthospitalization could improve their appreciation of the result of 
TKA.

The overview and prioritization of adverse consequences to TKA presented in this thesis can 
be a starting point for improvements in personalized care of individual patients in clinical 
practice. The most important adverse consequences identified by patients can, for instance, 
be incorporated in a tool for patients to elicit their personal preferences and prepare for a 
preoperative consult in which TKA treatment is discussed.

An eHealth tool to prepare for an orthopedic consultation or a decision aid supports patients 
and their orthopedic surgeons in having the right conversation and making well-thought 
treatment decisions. This will facilitate and improve personalized care in clinical practice. 
Over the past years, various decision aids and option grids were developed to support in TKA 
choices.28-30 However, these decision aids did not include aspects regarding important adverse 
consequences of TKA identified by patients in this thesis. Therefore, the most important 
adverse consequences identified by patients (Chapter 7) could be incorporated into a tool 
where patients can tick or prioritize consequences they find relevant to discuss with their 
orthopedic surgeon. Such a tool will assist patients to explicitly state their personal 
preferences, personal goals and expectations. The orthopedic surgeon can use the tool as a 
conversation guide for discussing the relative probability that the patient would be able to 
accomplish each of their stated goals. In case of a discrepancy between what the patient 
expects and what orthopedic surgeons know TKA can deliver, the orthopedic should explain 
how realistic the patients’ expectations are31. When it is possible to identify patients who are 
at risk of poor outcome after TKA, the contributing factors can be identified, modified and 
tools deployed to reduce the number of poor responders after TKA, this will undoubtedly 
improve the quality of orthopedic care.
       

Future research directions

As discussed in the previous paragraphs the research described in this thesis reveals several 
issues that need further investigation. Assuming unrestricted time, money and patients, two 
types of prospective longitudinal research are recommended. First, a prospective longitudinal, 
qualitative study into the perspective and expectations on poor outcome after TKA could 
provide useful information on whether a shift in perspective and outcome expectations occurs 
after patients personally experience a TKA treatment. This information is relevant as, for 
instance, it can show whether the perspective on poor outcome after TKA changes over time 
and can lead to the advice to develop specific definitions for specific follow-up moments 
during TKA recovery. Second, another prospective, longitudinal study would be of interest to 
study the pre- and postoperative measures for the identified important outcome domains 
(pain, daily knee functioning and (dis)satisfaction) in each patient to evaluate and compare 
the performance of the six prioritized definitions. Also, prognostic factors can be explored to 
study their contribution to poor response after TKA. That is necessary to identify and modify 
contributing factors in order to reduce the number of poor responders after TKA. Finally, 
quantitative research on the impact of the arduous recovery process on patients, identified in 
the interview study would be of interest. Aspects associated with the difficult process of 
adapting to the prosthesis need to be addressed during shared decision making based on the 
results of quantitative research.
 

Conclusions

This thesis contributed to the understanding of the concept of poor response after TKA and 
provided insight in how it can be best measured according to the perspective of patients and 
knee specialists. This thesis shows that patients and knee specialists have comparable 
perspectives on poor outcome after TKA. Pain, daily knee functioning and (dis)satisfaction are 
identified as important outcome domains according to both perspectives and should be 
included in a definition for defining poor response after TKA. Finally, patient-oriented 
definitions are preferred over physician-oriented definitions. The work in this thesis adds to 
the knowledge about the unhappy patient after TKA and has identified some issues that 
require further exploration to reduce the number of poor responders after TKA.  
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Summary

Total knee arthroplasty (TKA) is widely recognized as an effective and successful end-stage 
surgical procedure for relieving chronic knee pain and functional disability in patients with 
osteoarthritis, based on results from surgeon-based outcome tools and survivorship analysis. 
However, it has emerged, through the use of patient-reported outcome measures (PROMs), 
that this is not a true representation of the experience of TKA for all patients because there 
exists a considerable number of ‘unhappy patients’ not being satisfied with the outcome. The 
aim of the research presented in this thesis was to contribute to the conceptualization of poor 
response after TKA, in order to identify the ‘unhappy patients after TKA’. In the next paragraphs 
the results of this thesis are summarized and main findings were formulated.

The aim of the study described in Chapter 2 was to translate the Oxford Knee Score – Activity 
and Participation (OKS-APQ) questionnaire into Dutch, and to evaluate its measurement 
properties in pre- and postoperative TKA patients. Translation and adaptation of the 
questionnaire was performed according to the forward-backward translation multi step 
approach. Floor and ceiling effects, structural validity, construct validity, internal consistency 
and test-retest reliability were evaluated using the COnsensus-based Standards for the 
selection of health status Measurement INstruments (COSMIN) quality criteria. This 
was assessed in 131 patients, 72 preoperative and 59 postoperative to TKA. Confirmatory 
factor analyses and internal consistency were good, and construct validity was supported. 
Preliminary findings suggest that the Dutch version of the OKS-APQ is reliable and valid for a 
postoperative TKA patient group, however seems less suitable in a preoperative patient group 
because of floor effects and lower test-retest reliability.

Main finding I: The Dutch version of the OKS-APQ can be used alongside the OKS to discriminate 
among levels of activity and participation in postoperative TKA patients. 

Clinical research on TKA outcomes is prevalent in the literature. However, results of 
measurement instruments and definitions can be difficult to compare and contrast, because 
many different instruments and definitions are used to evaluate TKA outcomes and identify 
patients with an unfavorable course. In addition, these studies sometimes have poor 
methodological and reporting quality. Therefore the aim of the study described in Chapter 
3 was to review the literature and summarize dichotomous definitions of poor response to 
TKA based on a systematic search in three scientific databases. In total, 43 studies included 
57 definitions of poor outcome after TKA. Ultimately, 47 different dichotomous definitions 
of poor outcome after primary TKA were included in the study. These 47 different definitions 
varied in nature and number of outcome domains involved, the type of response and the 
magnitude of change. A total of eight different dimensions were used in identified definitions 
of poor outcome: pain, function, physical functioning, health-related quality of life, patient 
satisfaction, anxiety, depression and patient global assessment. The absolute cut-off value 
was the most common type of threshold, with large variety in value and timing of follow-up.       
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Main finding II: Various dichotomous definitions comprising one or more outcome 
dimensions are used to quantify the proportion of patients with a poor outcome after TKA. 
This large variety of definitions impedes the comparisons of poor response to TKA over time, 
across hospitals and countries, and to identify patients at risk.

A successful outcome according to the knee specialist is not a guarantee for treatment success 
as perceived by patients. It is therefore important to get insight into adverse consequences 
of TKA by patients and knee specialists. In Chapter 4 we described a qualitative interview 
study, on (adverse) outcome expectations and experiences of patients and knee specialists 
and differences in views between patients and knee specialists. The results were categorized 
into four themes: lingering pain, stagnating mobility, complications and revision surgery, and 
getting used to the prosthetic knee. Patients in our study were focused on the arduous process 
of getting used to the prosthesis, lingering pain, awareness of the artificial knee and limitations 
they experience during valued and daily activities. At the same time, knee specialists put 
emphasis on surgical failure, unexplained pain, limited walking ability and impairments that 
limit patients’ physical functioning. These differences in perspectives between patients and 
knee specialists might contribute to discrepancies in their perception of poor response to TKA.

Main finding III: Knee specialists put more emphasis on surgical failure, unexplained pain, 
limited walking ability and impairments that limit patients’ physical functioning, while 
patients’ experiences were more focused on the arduous process of getting used to the 
prosthesis, lingering pain, awareness of the artificial knee and limitations they experience 
during valued and daily activities. 

Insight in the prevalence of poor responders, overlap of definitions and discriminative accuracy 
in databases with large patient samples and large sets of PROM scores, provide the opportunity 
to compare the performance of different definitions of poor response to TKA. This information 
can serve as input for further research to reach consensus on the definition for poor response. 
Therefore, the aim of the study described in Chapter 5 was to compare the prevalence, overlap 
and discriminative accuracy of 15 different definitions of poor response to TKA using two large 
databases. The definitions were retrieved from the literature review (Chapter 3) or newly 
composed by the expert advisory group based on the results of the qualitative study (Chapter 
4). Data of patients one year after primary TKA from the Dutch Arthroplasty Register (LROI) 
(n=12,275) and the Osteoarthritis Initiative (OAI) database (n=204) were used to examine the 
prevalence, overlap (estimated by Cohen’s kappa) and discriminative accuracy (sensitivity, 
specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), negative predictive value (NPV) and Youden index) 
of 15 different definitions tested at 12 months follow-up, or measuring a change score from 
preoperative to 12 months postoperative. The prevalence of poor responders was discordant 
(varied from 5.9% to 34.7% poor responders) across the different definitions, and the majority 
of pairs of definitions showed only a ‘fair’ or ‘moderate’ agreement. The moderate overlap 
found between the definitions suggests that they are not interchangeable and likely measure 
different aspects of poor outcome after TKA.

Main finding IV: None of the definitions we examined adequately classified poor responders 
of TKA. In contrast, absence of poor response to TKA could be classified with confidence. In line 
with this, a lack of overlap between different definitions of poor response to TKA was observed.
 
Various definitions are used to assess unfavorable outcomes following TKA. However, 
none of these definitions has demonstrated optimal performance. The establishment of an 
internationally accepted definition for evaluating poor response to TKA remains elusive, and it 
is conceivable that not all definitions hold equal applicability. Therefore, the study described in 
Chapter 6 assessed the view of an international panel of knee experts regarding face validity, 
feasibility and relevance of definitions for measuring poor response to TKA. An international, 
three-round, online modified Delphi study was conducted with 69 panelists from 23 countries. 
A definition on (dis)satisfaction with the outcome of TKA obtained the highest scores for face 
validity and feasibility, and a definition reflecting change since pre-operative status from the 
perception of patients were highest prioritized. 
     
Main finding V: To characterize “the unhappy patient after TKA”, seventeen potential 
definitions of poor response to TKA were identified, of which six justify further study and 
potential implementation in quality assessment studies. All six definitions are patient 
centered. 

The variety of potential adverse consequences of TKA that could contribute to a poor response 
were identified in Chapter 4. However, adverse consequences of TKA for patients were not 
previously ranked by knee specialists and compared to the ranking by patients. The study 
in Chapter 7 described a Best-Worst scaling exercise to prioritize adverse consequences of 
TKA for patients that contribute to a poor response, according to the perspective of patients 
and knee specialists. 95 postoperative patients and 63 knee specialists prioritized a set of 29 
consequences, derived from the previous qualitative study (Chapter 4). The highest-ranked 
consequence for patients was “Inability to do normal activities such as walking, cycling, 
swimming and heavy household chores” while knee specialists ranked “No improvement in 
pain during the day” highest. Comparable perspectives were found for patients versus knee 
specialists on the importance of adverse consequences after TKA. However, when looking in 
more detail, differences in ranking of specific subitems suggest that patients place slightly 
more importance on the inability to perform valued activities, while knee specialists prioritize 
lack of pain relief to a higher degree. 

Main finding VI: Knee specialists are well aware of consequences that contribute to poor 
response to TKA for patients, but ranked pain-related items higher than patients did. Patients 
place slightly more importance on the inability to perform valued activities. 

The work in this thesis adds to the knowledge about ‘the unhappy patient after TKA’ through a 
deeper understanding of the concept of poor response after TKA, and provided insight in how 
it can be best measured according to the perspective of patients and knee specialists. Issues 
were identified that require further exploration. Ultimately, if we can identify these patients 
better, this will facilitate quality improvement, leading to a reduction of the number of poor 
responders after TKA and an increase in the number of happy patients.  
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Nederlandse samenvatting

Voor veel mensen met ernstige klachten door artrose kan een knieprothese helpen. Meestal 
gaat het goed, maar ongeveer één op de vijf mensen is niet blij met de knieprothese. Zij hebben 
nog veel pijn, kunnen niet goed lopen of voelen zich onstabiel in de knie. Tot nu toe is er geen 
overeenstemming over hoe we moeten bepalen wanneer een knievervangende operatie niet 
geslaagd is. Mensen met knieartrose of een knieprothese en kniespecialisten kunnen hierover 
verschillen van mening.

Dit onderzoek richtte zich daarom op het begrijpen en duidelijk maken van wat we bedoelen 
met een "niet-geslaagde knievervangende operatie", ook wel "slechte uitkomst" genoemd.

In hoofdstuk 2 hebben we een Engelstalige vragenlijst over problemen in het dagelijks 
functioneren en bij het uitvoeren van activiteiten vertaald naar het Nederlands en uitgetest 
bij mensen met knieartrose of een knieprothese. Hierbij werd gekeken of de vragenlijst meet 
wat het zou moeten meten en of mensen consistente antwoorden op deze vragenlijst geven. 
De vertaalde vragenlijst bleek goed te werken bij mensen die al een knieprothese hadden, 
maar minder goed bij mensen die er nog geen hadden.

Hoofdstuk 3 ging over een zoektocht in de wetenschappelijke literatuur naar verschillende 
manieren waarop we kunnen bepalen of een knievervangende operatie niet geslaagd is. We 
vonden in totaal 57 manieren om een niet-geslaagde knievervangende operatie te definiëren. 
Deze definities verschilden veel, bijvoorbeeld in welke problemen ze meten, hoe ze meten 
en wat ze als niet-geslaagd beschouwen. Deze veelheid van definities maakt het lastig om 
resultaten van knievervangende operaties over de tijd, tussen ziekenhuizen en tussen landen 
te vergelijken.

Mensen met knieartrose of een knieprothese en kniespecialisten zijn geïnterviewd om te 
begrijpen hoe zij denken over een niet-geslaagde knievervangende operatie; hiervan wordt 
verslag gedaan in hoofdstuk 4. Verschillen in perspectieven kwamen naar voren, waarbij 
mensen met een knieprothese gefocust waren op het moeizame proces van wennen aan de 
knieprothese, aanhoudende pijn, het zich bewust zijn van de knieprothese en beperkingen die 
zij ervaren tijdens voor hun belangrijke dagelijkse activiteiten. Kniespecialisten daarentegen 
legden meer de nadruk op chirurgisch falen, onverklaarbare pijn, een beperkt loopvermogen 
en beperkingen in het dagelijks functioneren. 

In hoofdstuk 5 hebben we 15 verschillende definities voor een niet-geslaagde knievervangende 
operatie met elkaar vergeleken. Gegevens van een Nederlandse en internationale database 
werden daarvoor gebruikt. Over het algemeen was het moeilijk om een niet-geslaagde 
knievervangende operatie goed vast te stellen met deze definities, maar ze werkten wel 
goed om uit te sluiten welke mensen na een knievervangende operatie geen problemen 
hadden. De matige overlap die werd gevonden tussen definities suggereert dat definities 
niet uitwisselbaar zijn en waarschijnlijk verschillende aspecten van een niet-geslaagde 
knievervangende operatie meten.  
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Hoofdstuk 6 beschrijft een studie met een internationaal panel van 51 knie experts uit 23 
landen die naar de definities keek en beoordeelde welke het beste waren. Definities die over 
ontevredenheid gingen en definities die keken naar veranderingen in vergelijking met voor 
de operatie werden het meest gewaardeerd. Zes definities werden aanbevolen voor verder 
onderzoek.

Hoofdstuk 7 ging over het vergelijken van meningen van mensen met een knieprothese en 
kniespecialisten over problemen na een knievervangende operatie. Deelnemers werden 
gevraagd de ergste problemen te kiezen uit een lijst van 29 mogelijke negatieve gevolgen. 
Er waren verschillen, maar ook overeenkomsten in wat ze belangrijk vonden. Het hoogst 
gerangschikte nadelige gevolg voor mensen met een knieprothese was “Geen normale 
activiteiten kunnen uitvoeren zoals wandelen, fietsen, zwemmen en zwaar huishoudelijk 
werk”, voor kniespecialisten was dit “Geen verbetering in pijn gedurende de dag”.

Dit onderzoek heeft geholpen om te begrijpen wat we bedoelen met een niet-geslaagde 
knievervangende operatie en hoe we dit het beste kunnen meten volgens mensen met 
knieartrose of een knieprothese en kniespecialisten. Pijn, dagelijkse beweging en tevredenheid 
zijn belangrijk volgens beide groepen en zouden moeten worden opgenomen in een definitie 
voor een niet-geslaagde knievervangende operatie.

Dankwoord
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Dankwoord

Eindelijk, mijn proefschrift is klaar! De afgelopen jaren stonden voor mij in het teken van het 
mogen krijgen van twee prachtige dochters en de bevalling van dit proefschrift. Het was hard 
werken, maar vooral erg leerzaam en waardevol. Dit proefschrift als eindresultaat was niet 
mogelijk geweest zonder de inzet en hulp van een heleboel patiënten, zorgverleners, collega’s 
en andere mensen om mij heen. Iedereen die heeft bijgedragen aan het tot stand komen van 
dit proefschrift wil ik dan ook hartelijk bedanken, en een aantal mensen in het bijzonder.

Dr. Heesterbeek, beste Petra, ik heb bewondering voor je betrokkenheid in mijn werk, privé 
en alles daar omheen. Je hebt me de mogelijkheid gegeven om dit proefschrift te schrijven. 
Bedankt voor het gestelde vertrouwen in mij en voor je altijd secure en kritische blik. Dit 
heeft mijn proefschrift en mijn denken zoveel beter, scherper en analytischer gemaakt. Dank 
daarnaast voor al je gezelligheid en interesse. Ik kon altijd bij je terecht voor vragen, advies, 
of om bij te kletsen. Ik kijk met veel plezier terug op de vele mooie momenten die we samen 
hebben meegemaakt, van mijn allereerste congres in Londen tot aan het cementeren van een 
knieprothese en de stormbaan in Deventer.

Dr. van den Ende, beste Els, als dagelijks begeleider heb ik ontzettend veel van je geleerd. 
Naast de inhoudelijke discussies was er altijd ruimte om de ups en downs te bespreken die 
gepaard gaan met het promoveren. Ik ben je in het bijzonder dankbaar voor de intensieve en 
fijne begeleiding gedurende de laatste periode van dit traject. Je hebt er altijd voor gezorgd dat 
ik vertrouwen bleef houden om dit promotietraject tot een goed einde te brengen. Bedankt 
voor de fijne samenwerking en je betrokkenheid, het ga je goed en ga lekker genieten van je 
welverdiende pensioen!

Dr. Smolders, beste José, dankzij jouw klinische en kritische blik op mijn stukken werd ik keer 
op keer aan het denken gezet. Met als uiteindelijk resultaat betere artikelen en een stevige 
basis voor mijn verdediging. Veel dank voor het delen van jouw ervaring en kennis. Ik heb veel 
waarde gehecht aan jouw betrokkenheid bij mijn ontwikkeling op werk en privé gebied, zelfs 
vanuit Ottawa.  
 
Prof. Dr. de Kleuver, beste Marinus, dank voor je betrokkenheid als promotor bij het schrijven 
van mijn proeve van bekwaamheid tot het zelfstandig beoefenen van de wetenschap. Je waakte 
zowel over de voortgang van het promotietraject als over mijn persoonlijke ontwikkeling en 
welzijn. Bedankt voor het delen van je enthousiasme en het in mij gestelde vertrouwen. Leuk 
dat we aan het einde van mijn promotietraject nog wat intensiever contact met elkaar hebben 
gehad.

Prof. Dr. Philip van der Wees, beste Philip, bedankt voor je ondersteuning als mentor. Het was 
prettig om je te spreken en samen te reflecteren op mijn promotietraject.

De leden van de manuscriptcommissie bestaande uit Prof. dr. K.C.P. Vissers, Prof. dr. H.J. Schers 
en Prof. dr. H. Vandenneucker wil ik hartelijk danken voor het beoordelen van het manuscript 
en deelname in de oppositie.

Dankwoord
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Een woord van dank ook aan de LROI voor de financiering van de studies die geleid hebben tot 
dit proefschrift. Liza, bedankt voor de fijne samenwerking.

Special thanks to the expert advisory group. Unfortunately, the impact of the COVID-19 
pandemic and lockdown prevented us from having a face-to-face meeting, but your expertise 
significantly contributed to various stages of this research project. 

Een artikel schrijf je nooit alleen. Veel dank gaat uit naar al mijn medeauteurs. Jullie klinische 
input, specifieke kennis en interpretatie van de data tilden de artikelen naar een hoger niveau. 
Joke, Lise, Stefaan, Michelle, Ola, Jasvinder, Liza en Menno, nogmaals dank voor alle hulp bij 
het schrijfwerk. Een aantal medeauteurs wil ik nog persoonlijk bedanken. Joke, ontzettend 
bedankt voor de brainstormsessies en alle hulp bij het interview onderzoek, de fijne 
samenwerking en alle keren dat ik gewoon bij je binnen kon lopen met vragen. Lise, dank voor 
je betrokkenheid en leuk dat we samen een artikel hebben mogen schrijven. Stefaan, bedankt 
voor het meedenken, je klinische blik en natuurlijk het opzetten van de kwalitatieve studie. 
Dankzij jou konden we er een internationale studie van maken.

Beste Manorma en Wilma, bedankt voor jullie betrokkenheid en input als onderzoekspartners 
bij de verschillende studies. Het was waardevol en gezellig om met jullie over de onderzoeken 
te praten.

Uiteraard was dit proefschrift er niet geweest zonder studiedeelnemers. Graag wil ik 
alle patiënten en zorgprofessionals bedanken die aan de verschillende studies hebben 
deelgenomen.

Na 8 jaar te hebben gewerkt bij de Sint Maartenskliniek wil ik alle lieve en leuke (oud-) 
collega’s van de Research afdeling bedanken. Ik denk met veel plezier terug aan de gezellige 
tijd, lunchwandelingen, borrels, cake-van-de-week momenten, kerstdiners en activiteiten 
in het W-gebouw. Ik heb het ontzettend naar mijn zin gehad. Tim (mede-Achterhoeker) en 
Bart, bedankt voor jullie humor, sarcasme en de luchtige gesprekken. Verder wil ik mijn (oud-) 
OrthoResearch collega’s bedanken. Bij ieder van jullie stond de deur altijd open voor ‘een korte 
vraag’ maar ook om gewoon even bij te kletsen. Leuk dat de meesten van jullie twee keer naar 
Zieuwent-Zuid zijn afgereisd om te komen kraamschudden. Dit heb ik erg kunnen waarderen.

Mijn SMK carrière begon ik als onderzoeksverpleegkundige bij Saskia en Jolanda. Deze lieve 
dames wil ik in het bijzonder bedanken voor hun warme welkom, vertrouwen, steun en alles 
wat ze voor me gedaan hebben. Jullie lieten me geloven dat ik dit promotietraject tot een goed 
einde zou brengen. Samen hebben we veel gedeeld en jullie waren er altijd voor me! Saskia, 
mijn gehele carrière in de SMK heb je dicht bij me gestaan en daarom ben ik trots en blij dat je 
naast me staat als paranimf. 
  
Miranda, onder het genot van een kopje koffie heb ik met veel plezier met je samengewerkt 
aan de SLIPS studie en fijn met je kunnen sparren over van alles en nog wat. Katrijn, bedankt 
voor je inzichten, het relativeren en niet te vergeten je humor en enthousiasme! Je pomodoro 
techniek komt nog dagelijks van pas bij een gezin met twee jonge kinderen;) En natuurlijk 
Ramon, Ilse en Kelly, bedankt voor jullie interesse, hulp en de leuke tijd! 

Lieve Maartje, als kamergenootjes hebben we veel lief en leed gedeeld. Met veel plezier denk 
ik terug aan onze gesprekken over het weekend, ‘de mini’, auto’s, top 2000, wielrennen en 
zoveel meer. Bedankt ook voor je zorg voor onze planten en je klusadviezen. Fijn dat we als 
oud-collega’s nog contact hebben en betrokken zijn bij elkaars werk en privé ontwikkelingen. 
Nog even en dan mag jij ook knallen tijdens je verdediging. Het was fijn en gezellig om je als 
kamergenoot te hebben.

Een speciaal woord van dank ook voor mijn (oud-) kamergenoten, Lise, Aniek, Nienke, Maartje 
en Maike. Bedankt voor de luisterende oren, het meedenken en de gezelligheid. Mede dankzij 
jullie reed ik met veel plezier naar Nijmegen.  
 
Lieve Nienke, als oud-collega heb ik je leren kennen en wat was het leuk om een kamer met 
je te delen. Ik heb veel aan je gehad, we hebben veel met elkaar gedeeld en daarom ben ik 
ontzettend blij met de vriendschap die we er aan over hebben gehouden! Ik ben trots dat je me 
als paranimf wil helpen met de voorbereiding van mijn verdediging en dat we weer collega’s 
zijn. 

Mijn nieuwe collega’s bedank ik voor het warme welkom. Ik heb veel zin om met jullie aan de 
slag te gaan.

Lieve volleybaldames, bedankt voor jullie interesse en vooral de nodige ontspanning tijdens 
trainingen, wedstrijden en gezellige uitjes!

Beste Lucky Seven dames, ook jullie bedankt voor de interesse en betrokkenheid de afgelopen 
jaren. De ervaringen uit de zorg die jullie met me delen zijn altijd een belangrijke inspiratiebron 
voor me geweest.

Lieve Nienke, Norie, Yvonne en Marjan (en natuurlijk ook jullie lieve mannen en kids), ik ken 
jullie al sinds de peuterspeelzaal en ben heel blij met jullie als vaste waarde in mijn leven. Het 
is ontzettend fijn dat we er altijd voor elkaar zijn als het mee zit, maar ook als het tegen zit. 
Dank voor jullie betrokkenheid en interesse in mijn werkzaamheden van de afgelopen jaren. 
Ik vind het fijn en belangrijk dat we, ondanks alle drukte van een baan en gezin, tijd vinden om 
elkaar regelmatig te zien, bij te kletsen over alle persoonlijke ontwikkelingen en leuke dingen 
te doen. Ik kijk met heel veel plezier terug op de wintersportweken, fietsweekenden, etentjes 
en de momenten met onze kids.

Ook wil ik graag mijn schoonfamilie, Bennie, Margriet, Sjors en Eva bedanken voor alle steun, 
interesse en gezelligheid de afgelopen jaren. 

Lieve oma, Nijmegen vond je maar ver van huis. Afijn, als ik maar goed mijn best deed, dan was 
je blij. Bedankt voor je aanmoediging. 

Pap en mam, ik had me geen beter thuis kunnen wensen. Bedankt dat jullie altijd klaar staan 
voor mij, Daan, Stan, aanhang en kleinkinderen. Het is bewonderenswaardig hoe jullie in het 
leven staan en klaar staan voor de mensen om jullie heen! Jullie vinden het belangrijk dat we 
doen wat we leuk vinden, het beste uit onszelf halen, niet te snel opgeven, nuchter blijven en 
vooral genieten van het leven. Bedankt voor alles wat jullie voor mij hebben gedaan! 
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Lieve Daan en Stan, jullie zijn me al lang boven het hoofd gegroeid maar toch blijven jullie mijn 
kleine broertjes! Ik ben heel blij met jullie en jullie lieve vriendinnen Luca en Remi. Sorry als ik 
af en toe nog steeds de grote zus uithang, maar ik ben hartstikke trots op wat jullie doen, hoe 
jullie in het leven staan en op jullie brede interesse en sociale persoonlijkheden. Zo, is dat ook 
eens gezegd! Het inspireert me en maakt me een blijer mens. Het is fijn te weten dat ik altijd 
op jullie kan rekenen. Dat ik binnenkort ook de titel ‘tante’ mag dragen maakt me extra trots.
  
Lieve Sjaak, jij bent degene die altijd in me gelooft, naar me luistert en mij het vertrouwen 
geeft om de beste versie van mezelf te zijn. Dank ook voor je engelengeduld, voor die 
ontelbare keren dat ik zei: “ik ben nog even 5 minuten wat af maken” terwijl jij ondertussen je 
lunchwandeling al lang had kunnen maken. Of alle avonden dat ik ’s avonds weer aan het werk 
ging en niet te vergeten het bijkomend effect van de zwangerschapshormonen. Gelukkig voel 
jij me haarfijn aan en heb je me enorm geholpen om alle ballen in de lucht te houden. Onze 
vele herinneringen samen zijn me dierbaar. Ik kijk uit naar al het moois dat nog gaat komen, 
samen met onze meisjes, Roos en Merel, want jullie maken mij gelukkig! 
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